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ASH ELECTIONS

Hector J. Chinchilla
Candidate for

ａｾｉＭ＠

Pn'sident

I hereby declare my L.lIldidacy for
ASH President. This statement outlines
my qualifications, track record, and
plans for the coming year.
I am currently student body treasurer.
As an executive of the student gO\el nment, I have been involved in its many
aspects. In addition to plannlllg, I have
also done my fair share of the leg work
involved in implementing ASH's programs. I have been a drivlllg force on the
ASH Council. I have been commitleJ to
for us,
making student government ｜ｾｯｲｬ＠
the students.
to positions of responI am not ｮ･｜ｾ＠
sibility. In addition to my duties as
Treasurer and obligations as a student, I
am active in civic endeavors as well. I
serve as President of the an Francisco
Rent Board. Prior to attending Hastings,
I wa as an Administrator imolved in
designing, implementing, and evaluating
vocational. educational programs. Thus,
I have developed excellent organizational
skills and am a forceful advocate.
I am a "do-er." I am about progres ,
and improving the quality of student life
through effective and respomive government. My record both within and out of
Hastings demonstrates that I am fair and
even-handed in my dealings \\ ith any
group. Moreo\er, I have facilitated and
encouraged student-oriented activities.
As ASH Preident I \\ ill implement a
well-balanced program that will enhance
the quality of our student life. I will concentrate on ASH productivity, student
relations with the administration,
academic affairs, social and recreational
programs, and fiscal accountability.
The ASH Council has not been as productive as it could be. This has inevitably
led to a loss of credibility among thetucOl/lil/ued
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Esther Sanchez

Melanie Jones

Dan York

Candidate for ASH Vice-President

Candidate for

I am pleased to announce my candidacy for Vice-President of the
Associated Students of Hastings. This
year I have served as: I st year Section 4
ASH Representative; 1st-year Black Law
Student Association Representative; and
Member of the Admissions Policy Faculty. Student Committee. I was born and
rai ed in Berkeley, CA, attended UCLA
and studied III Bordeaux, France via
UCLA's Education Abroad Program.
I have travelled e'\tensively, so I have
been exposed to diverse cultures and
peoples. I pride myself upon my
representatl\e capacity. I involve myself
III forums that allow me to communicate
with all different kinds III groups and indi\iduals. As Vice-President, I \\ill see"
input and communicate so that I represent all of the student body.
I have additionally served a5 the Student Member on Berkeley's Board of
Education and as President of the
Berkeley Youth Commission. My track
record refleet accountability and productivity. I have helped to organile a
variety of student and community activitie: during my career of ｰｵ｢ｬｩｾ＠
,>ervice. I am ､･ｩ｡ｴｾＢｃｬ＠
to representingtudent ｩｮｴ･ｲｾｬｳ［＠
I am open to student
nt..'ecis and concerns.
\dditionally, I am committed to increaslllg the representation of \\ omen in
the leeal field. Traditionall\', e\ccuti\e,
ｰｯｬｩｴ･ｾＱ＠
positions have not been open to
women. I recognize the need for a
woman to take on - and overcome uch a challenge.
I am enthuiastic about the potential
for a vcr} acme 1985- 6 _tudent body. I
welcome the chance to IIlteract per. onalIv wnh as man ... student a I can. Don't
heitate to add;e s me \\ ith any concerns.
I am ｡ｮｸｩｾｵｳ＠
to repre .. ent you! [

I \\ant next year to be a ｳｰｾＧｃｩ｡ｬ＠
My name is Esther Sanche/, I'm a seone for
the Associated Students of Hastings.
cond year student, and I'm running for
I'm running for ASH Scen:tary ASH Trea,urer. 1 believe I have the re｢･｡ｵｾ＠
I'm committed to building a quisite accounting and organi/ational
team of leaders who \\ill truly repre.,ent skills necessary for the position.
the intere>ts of the student body Our
As an undergraduate, I was responsislate of officers, ha5, III a sense, a single ble for the implementation of both colgoal - to ma"e ASH the kind of organ- lege and community programs budgeted
ization that a law school such as at from $15,000 to $25,000. Current inHastings demands.
come projections for next year's budget
Admittedly, 'tudent governments are is ,Iated at approximately $14,000. Thus,
often a joke. Springtime pledges are I am \\ell qualified to handle the ASH
soon forgotten; the big plans of April budget. A fter college, I worked for two
f1ule in the Fall Students have no years in the accounting and marketing
respect lor their government ｢ｾＧｃ｡ｵ＠
e, in departments of a San Dicgo firm.
many case>, the organi/ation never
This pa t year, I served as a secondyear representative on the student coun \\or"ed to earn it.
cil. In term, of addillonal budgetary cxI want to change that in August.
1\e heen very active in my fiN year at penence, I participated on the finance
Hastings. I \\as ek-eted an ASH committee and acti\el) upported this
Representative from S<.'Ction f'our in year's elTorts at generating additIOnal
September, and ,hortl} thereafter \\as fundlllg. I Wa5 also the chairperson of
selected as the onl> fiN-}ear member of the La Ra/a Law Students' As ociation
the Finance Committee. Upon the ug- and, therefore, am \\ell acquainted with
ge:,tion of classmate Doug Kroll, I the budgeting and implementation proat
organized the First Year ｾＱ｣ｭｯｲＩ＠
Projt..'Ct ce,>s of student organi73l1on
Ha5tlllg.....
currentl) unden\ay. Photographer
from each cetion arc laking color lide>
As treasurer. I \\ ould continue supof ｣ｬ｡ｾＮ＠
e>, professors and acti\ itic . We porting the funding of public interest
hope to continue this the next two years programs. Along \\lth thl , 1 would be
and sho\\ the entire collection at gr auua- committed toward a i ting the executive
III achbmg Its goals of Improving the
tion in 1987.
On appointment from ASH, R pre- social emtronment at Hastlllg \ ia
ludent-onentcd project . I e\\ programs
entative Marc Dcrewetzky and 1 formalnly mean additional funding
Iv \ oiced ludent oneerm regarding the nC(
ｾ｡ｭｰｵｳ＠
ｾｏｰＩ＠
machines to Ubra!) of- need., . Therefore. as SH Treasurer I
ficial earlier thl emester. We have of- "ould be committed toward ｡ｧｲ｣ｳｬ｜･ｾ＠
pur ulIlg major fundraismg and fundLYJ/TItnlled on p. 15 generating acth itk'll.

ａｾｉＭ＠

Secreta!)

Candidate lor

ａｾｉＭ＠

Trea.surer

More statements on page 16!
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Hastings Law News

EDITORIALS
LETTERS

THEGRADERSGRADED
Or, It Takes a Lot of A's
To Make up for One F ....
by Karen A. Wells

Since it's only March, and still 53 days till graduation, it's hard to shift into "leaving" gear. But this is the fourth and final issue of the Hastings Law News for 1984-85,
and my need for closure is greater than my resistance to saying goodbye so early.
I came to law school with many expectations, selected fantasies, a desire to be
challenged, and a mixed bag of misconceptions. Some expectations were met, a few
fantasies came true, a variety of challenges presented themselves, and most misconceptions were soon corrected. I rate my overall law school experience as about a B.
I found life at Hastings diminished by an administrl\tive climate best described as
hostile to student needs and averse to dialogue with students. Example: two years ago,
Hastings administrators reportedly disliked the students' choice of Robin Williams as
1983 graduation speaker, but no action was taken. Last year, Hastings administrators
disliked the students' choice of Eva Jefferson Paterson (popular and respected civil
rights attorney) as 1984 graduation speaker, and they took action with a vengeance, attempting to reject the duly elected student choice. Having lost the Paterson battle in
court, this year the Hastings administrators officially notified students in advance that
their vote on a speaker would be advisory only. The unilateral decision to transform
the student franchise into an excercise in futility has resulted in the administration's inspiring choice of Peter Ueberroth (peter who?) for 1985 graduation speaker. The administration made no effort to inform students of its progress in the search for a
speaker, nor did it publicly acknowledge a recent student petition that urged the administration once more to consider student input in selecting a speaker. I doubt that
this total silence is probative evidence of a desire by the administration "to select a
commencement speaker in an atmosphere of cooperation and respect," as announced
last September by Board member Etienne. The speaker saga is but one example of
upper-echelon administrative insensitivity and arrogance. It is deeply entrenched. To
this aspect of the Hastings experience I give a grade of F.
The administrative hostility from above causes the exceptions to stand out in bold
relief. Probably the most remarkable person on the entire Hastings administrative staff
is Billie Lindh, human being extraordinaire. I thank her for her ever ready smile, her
caring and concern, her openmindedness, and her consummate success in making the
Student Information Center an efficient and pleasant place that serves student needs
very well. To Billie, an A +. Similarly, I appreciate the efforts of other administrative
staff members who genuinely tried to improve students' lives. To them, an A - .
I have been taught various, mostly useful things by 20 different Hastings faculty
members. In the top 10070 of their class of 20 were Professors Forrester and
Schlesinger. Both demonstrated great depth of knowledge (not merely of the law,
but of life), ability to teach and to inspire, concern for and humanity toward
students, and a special sense of justice and integrity. Each earned an A +. Overall
faculty grade: B.
I am also grateful for the clinical and externship programs. A clinical placement at
Equal Rights Advocates and a clerkship with Justice Donald King and his research attorney, Jon Eisenberg, rate high on my list of law school learning experiences. I'm only sorry that there is a 12-unit limit on such valuable experience. To the Clinical Program, an A.
And finally, my thanks to those fellow law students of intelligence and humanity
who shared the good times and sustained me through the bad. Above all, to Peggy
Mathieson and to Cindy Cox - an A + + .
And so, farewell. 0

Dear Editor:
The Hastings Law News and those
who endorsed the recent column entitled
"For The Record" have maliciously and
wrongfully assailed the integrity and
character of Dean Wayne Woody.
After quoting Dean Woody's alleged
statement that the decline in the bar
passage rate of Hastings graduates was
in part attributable to the increased
number of LEOP students taking the exam, the Law News recklessly attempted
to refute the statement by as much as
calling the Dean a racist and by an inexcusable misuse of statistics. The cited
statistics, which showed an overall
decline in the bar passage rate of all
ethnic groups, did not contradict what
the Dean allegedly said. The Law News
cannot dispute that when traditionally
low-scoring groups comprise an increased proportion of the total number
of Hastings students taldng the exam,
the result is a lower overall Hastings bar
passage rate.
Pushed against the wall, the Hastings
Law News has shown us that when you
can't argue the facts, blame the Dean.
The Law NeW6 owes the Dean an
apology and a retraction.
Kent Klassen
Jim Hammer

Dear Editor:
Since the publication of the last bar
results, much ado has been made about
the quality of LEOP students at
Hastings. It should be noted that LEOP
students include people from all racial
groups who have suffered disadvantages
and are not limited to ethnic minorities.
Last year, 30070 of the students admitted
under LEOP were white. Whereas the
required numerical factors for LEOP are
lower than for general admission, most,
if not all, LEOP students have GPA and
LSAT scores good enough to be accepted by other respectable law schools
under regular admission. Furthermore,
LEOP students have substantial life and
work experience which is not reflected in
numerical factors.
The decline in the bar passage rate affected examinees from every law school
in the state, and the percentage of decline
is much greater for general admit
students than for LEOP students at
Hastings. Hastings should be concerned
about the high failure rate, but
scapegoating is not the solution. Pointing the finger at et:,nic minorities or
LEOP students merely creates more
problems by fostering racial tensions and
resentment towards the administration.
Nothing is solved by it.
The fact is that changes have been
. made over the years in the bar exam
which make it more difficult to pass.
Samuel Cacas, in a February 10 Oakland
Tribune article entitled "Why the Bar
Exam Failure Rate is Up," pointed out
these changes:
.

Mar.! April 1985
• Four testing sections have been added
to the original essay part: the Multistate
Bar Exam, the Multistate Professional
Responsibility Exam, the "Baby" Bar
Exam, and the Performance section.
• Examinees failing to answer ALL
questions of the essay section almost
assure themselves of a failing grade in
that section and, consequently, the entire
examination. (previously, a passing
score would have been possible.)
• Examinees may no longer take parts
of the bar at separate administrations.
No one has improved and no one will
improve their chances of passing the bar
by saying someone else cannot pass it.
More energy should be expended on
finding out how to help students pass the
bar rather than who to blame for the
high failure rate. Hastings has a duty to
give all its students educational and
moral support regardless of what their
chances are in passing the bar the first
time. The school should try harder to
fulfill that duty.
Rose Tom

Dear Editor:
A letter from the Committee of Bar
Examiners of the State Bar of California
has been circulated to law schools in
response to recent scams involving law
students who lied on their employment
resumes about their class rank. That letter suggests that the conduct of these
students may be a sign of bad moral
character on their part which would tend
to disqualify them from admission to the
bar.
I think that the Committee letter is
pretty straightforward in relation to the
students, but its wording leaves room for
other interpretations too. I think that the
legal profession has been negligently
governed by the bar, and the recent instances at Hastings and USC law schools
are merely symptomatic of an authoritarian, caste-ridden hierarchy within the
legal profession based on "where you
went to school," "what sort of test
scores you got," "what was your class
rank" and so forth. Pre-judging all people along these lines results in unfair
employment practices, which I think
may create a serious moral character
issue on the part of employers. And this
sort of pre-judging and stereotyping has
been likely to encourage applicants to
take a gamble and lie rather than to
become unfairly eliminated without
recourse.
I believe the positive action against
such unfair employment practices within
the legal profession should be taken, and
should have been taken long ago. Although the immediate scope of such
employment practices may appear
limited to the internal workings of
private firms, government offices, the
law schools, and the judiciary - to the
bar itself and its admissions practices the ultimate impact of such unfair
employment practices is inevitably felt by
the public in terms of quality of life,
quality of government, quality of legal
services, and the democratic values of a
free society.
The legal profession should set a better
example for other occupational groups
and for the public than it presently does
and historically has done.
Sincerely yours,
Daniel Myers

Mar./ April 1985
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Lesbian and Gay
Students Oppose
Discrimination
The following statement is being circulated in support of a campaign by lesbian and gay students at Hastings. These
students are asking the Placement Office
to adopt a strong policy against employment discrimination based on sexual
orientation. A broad base of support is
being sought from among student
organizations, faculty, and community
leaders. Initial signatories include the
Gay Law Students Association, Lesbians
in Law, Associated Students of
Hastings, National Lawyers Guild,
Hastings Law News, and leaders of the
Black Law Students Association, La
Raza, Environmental Law Society, and
others. The statement reads as follows:
We urge you to support the lesbian
and gay students of Hastings College of
the Law in their effort to have the
school's placement services adopt a
strong policy against discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation.
Employment discrimination has no
place at an institution that seeks to
prepare legal practitioners trained in the
values of human equality and freedom.
Thus, we feel Hastings has a responsibility to take an affirmative stance against
all forms of arbitrary discrimination, including discrimination based on sexual
orientation . In addition, we feel Hastings
must adopt an effective mechanism to
enforce its already-existing policies
against employers who discriminate
based on race, sex, religion, handicap,
age, or national origin, as well as on sexual orientation .
We take as our starting point the fundamental human right of all people to be
treated with respect and cquality.
Hastings should enforce this right by excluding any employer unwilling to abide
by a simple policy of non-discrimination
in hiring. Such a policy should apply
equally to every employer wishing to
utilize the school's resources. We take
special note of the fact that some
employers who use the Hastings Placement Office including the U.S.
military - openly e pouse and practice a
policy of excluding lesbia ns and gays
from employmcnt.
An impressive and growing list of law
schools across the United Statcs (including Columbia, Boalt Hall, New
York Univerity, Harvard, Yale and
other) have takcn a strong stand against
di crimination based on se'\ual orientation: they have closed the doors of their
placement sen Ices to employers who
and gay apdiscriminate against ｬ･ｾ｢ｩ｡ｮ＠
plicant . Hastings should move to add its
name to that list.

CALIFORNIA
HISTORY QUIZ
1. Who wrote the proposed amendment
to the California Code of Civil Procedure, popularly known as the
"Woman Lawyer's Bill," that made
it possible for women and minorities
to practice law in California beginning in 1878?
2. Who was the first woman lawyer in
California?
3. Who successfully sued Hastings College of the Law to compel the college
to admit women?
4. Who was the California lawyer who
personally introduced public defender
bills in 32 states in the 1890's and was
responsible for the public defender
plan adopted in California in 1921?
5. Who drafted the act that created
California's parole system in 1893?
6. Who was the first woman to serve on
the California Board of Charities and
Corrections?
7. Who was the first woman appointed
as deputy district attorney in Los
Angeles?
8. Who created, edited, and published
New American Woman, a monthly
magazine, from 1916 to 1918?
9. Who drafted a suffrage amendment
for California that was the basis for
the 1911 amendment that permitted
women to vote?
IO.Who ran for governor in California in
1930, at age 81, on a women's rights
platform? l

Answers to the quiz are on page 4.•

"The need is not really for more
brains ... The need is now for a gentler,
a more tolerant people than those who
won for us against the ice, the lIger and
the bear. The hand that hefted the ax,
out of some old bhnd allegiance to the
past, fondles the machine gun as lovingly. It is a habit man will have to break to
survive, but the roots go very deep."
- Loren Eiseley

"The earth does not belong to man. Man
belongs to the earth. This we know. All
ｴｨｩｮｧｾ＠
arc connected - \\hate\er ｢･ｦ｡ｬｾ＠
the earth, befalls the sons of the earth.
Man did not weave the web of life, he is
merel} a trand in it. \I hate\ er he does
to the web. he does to himself."
- Chief Seattle (1854)
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｜Ｇ･ｾ＠
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THEH.A.N.D.
QUESTIONNAIRE
by Marc Derewetzk}
As a member of the Stecring Committee of the Hastings Alliance for Nuclear
Disarmament (HAND), I thank the
Hastings community for its participation
in our recent questionnaire. We had over
600 responses to questions designed to
reveal basic altitudes and feelings about
several nuclear issues. This article will
briefly outline the results of this informal
poll.
To begin with, several comments on
the questionnaires uncovered certain
basic misconceptions about HAND. For
example, someone wrote beneath our
name at the top of the sheet, "I am I'ery
opposed to unilateral disarmament." It
is unfortunate that our name has created
this type of misunderstanding. HAND
does not advocatc unilateral dbarmament. We do not favor an unverifiable
freeze of nuclear weapons deployment or
adopt any specific stance as to how to
eliminate or neutrahze the world's
nuclear arsenals. HAND is simply a
group of students who are concerned
about the threat of nuclear war. We
believe that as long as nuclear weapons
exist, we will live With the constant
possibility, however remote, of nuclear
holocaust. It is true that the end point of
our struggle is to somehow cllminate this
threat. We do not pretend to know how .
We realize that this is an awesome
challenge. We realize that as individuals
we have little power 10 effect any meaningful change. But we also reali7e that if
no one trie , if each of us simply says,
"there is nothing I can do," nothing can
possibly get done.

Let them eat Drano!

The ｦｩｲｾｴ＠
question on the quc\tionnaire
asked respondents to e\aluate the
likelihood of any nuclear attack taking
place in their lifetimes. Fifty·li\c percent
of those answering felt that this was likeIi or very likely. If an attack did occur
(Question 2). 410/0 ,aid it \\ould begin as
a non-nuclcar contlict. 2111:'0 said as the
result of terrorism. and 17<ro said accident. Fe\\ re,pondenh belie\ cd that it
would bl: the re ult of either a U.S. or
U .S.S R. first strike.
In answer 10 Question 3, only 29070 felt
that it was likely or very likely that an}
e'\change could remain limited. Yet 77a:o
felt that an all-out nuclear e change between the U.S. and the U.S.S,R. in their
lifetimes was unlikely or very unlikel}
(Question 4). ThiS ,eeming paradox has
two po ,ible ourer. FiN, e\eral
respondents commented that the <,uperpo\\er kno\\ the} have too much to 10 e
in an all-out attack and therefore would
never order one. One reSpondent theorized that each side" ould reserv e some
warheads for po. sible econd and third
strikes. Ob\ iomly thi per<,on cho e to
interpret "all-out"· 10 mean liring eVe!)
available warhead. The econd po ibility also points to the limitations of the
terminology. It is simply that "hen faced

with a choice between "all-out" and
"limited," two extremes, most people
would select the latter.
Que tion 5 dealt with the perceived
chances for personal survival. Sixty-eight
percent felt that it was very unlikely that
they would survive an all-out nuclear
war. Only 101170 gave themselves any
chance of survival. This might be due in
part to the spectre of nuclear winter, a
scenario in which so much dust is lifted
into the atmosphere that it would
obscure the sun, causing temperatures to
plummet and killing off most plant life,
the vital first link in every food chain.
Another po sibility is that people feel
particularly vulnerable to attack living in
a strategic center such as San Francisco.
On the other hand, opinion was split
fairly evenly on the likelihood of the extinction of our species as the result of allout nuclear war. Fi fty-ninc percent
thought that it was either likely or very
likely . Some of those who disagreed
posed scientific explanations which dealt
with the fact that most of the damage
would be in the northern hemisphere,
and places like Australia, Africa, and
South Amcrica would remain virtually
untouched.
By far the most controversial question
dealt with whether Hastings should supply cyanide tablets to students In the
event of nuclear war. ThiS question was
prompted by a referendum at Brown
University last year in which the student
body reque tcd that cyanide tablets bc
provided for them. The school denied
the request, but the point students were
attempting to make, and which we
wanted to make as well, IS that if we wait
to do something about the threat of
nuclear war until after it has happened, it
will have been too late.
Eighty percent of those responding to
our Question 7 were opposed to making
this gesture. The comments on it ranged
from the serious to the sublime to the silly. Here are a few examples: "Waste of
fund s that could be put to use for
valuable ｾ･ｲｶｩ｣ｳＮ＠
such as the child carc
centcr." "If we can survive, we should.
Especially being educated we would have
a lot to offer other survivors. I considcr
my life a valuable one regardless of the
circumstances." "Repulsive thought;
\\hat if the attack ｩｾ＠ really a false alarm.
and people take the tablets?" "Did you
know Jim Jones? I it legal to distribute
cyanide that will be u cd by people to
commIt U1Clde?" "Why hould the
school 'pend money on this? Let them
eat Orano!" "These quesuons are at
once \\ay too painful and \\ay too difficult to an \\er but the poll is a good
Idea. "
Again we must sa}' that our purpose in
asking this question \\as not to indicate
that \\e promote rna,s o,uicide or that \\e
have ghen up hope. Quite the contrary.
Our aim was to force people to ｴｨｩｮｾ＠
about these \ c!)' terrible and uncomfortable I ues in the hope that they might
get mothated to do something about
them. I belie\e that the responses 10 the
questionnaire hO\\ a greal deal of
uneasinc<>s and concern about the way
things are ......10lding this concern into action, we feel, represents the best hope we
ｨｾＧ･＠
for our common future.

Mar.l April 1985
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HLN REPORTS:

SPRING BOARD MEETING
by Peggy Mathieson
The Hastings Board of Directors met
on 15 March 1985 for their regularly
scheduled open meeting. Highlights
follow.
Commencement Speaker
Dean Prunty announced that Peter
Ueberroth will be the 1985 Commencement Speaker. Ueberroth was the coordinator of the 1984 Summer Olympics, is
Time's most recent "Man of the Year,"
and succeeded Bowie Kuhn as Commissioner of Baseball. Several Board
members asked Dean Prunty whether
Ueberroth is a lawyer. He is not. Ueberroth has accepted the invitation to speak
but has not yet confirmed.
Alumni Affairs
David St. Louis, the new President of
the Alumni Association, addressed the
Board. He informed them that the enthusiasm of the group was on the rise
and that he was impressed by the Alumni
Association's hardworking Board of
Directors. The Association's goals in the
near future are to boost the school's image and to recruit older graduates into
the Association.
Paul Alvarado reported for the 1066
Foundation. The Foundation has at
present 127 "sustaining" members, 26 of
whom have donated $1066 each, and has
24 trustees. Among the 10 new trustees
are Professor Julian Levi, Board Director John Knox, and Hastings' General
Counsel A1etha Owens. The Foundation
has in the 1984-85 season received
$67,000 in donations, $30,000 of which
was received in 1984. Alvarado announced the Foundation's awards night,
which was held on 28 March 1985. The
reception honors with monetary rewards
outstanding scholarly work at Hastings.
Alvarado also announced that the new
president, Gene Freeland, has revived a
black tie event that the group has not
held for a number of years. This year's
event will be on 17 May at the Bohemian
Club.
McAllister Tower
Tom Hart, a representative of the
Tower's management company, addressed the Board. He recommended
that the rent be increased an average of
5070 as a bare necessity in light of anticipated increases in operating costs.
Hart stated that at the present time, the
Tower is running at a slight deficit with a
prospective increase in operating costs of
10%. One member of the Board questioned whether San Francisco was under
rent control. The Board was informed
that the Tower's rent is not restricted by
San Francisco rent laws but the Board
has adopted a policy of wherever possible adhering to the San Francisco
guidelines. No discussion was had by the
Board concerning San Francisco's current 4% cap on rental increases.
At this point, the Board was addressed
by a Hastings student, Michael Bury, a
resident of the Tower, concerning the
Tower's summer non-occupancy fee.
Hart explained that last summer the
Tower provided a 2/ 3 reduction in rent
for students who left their belongings in
the Tower while away for the summer.
Students were permitted to consolidate
their belongings with other students and
together share in the 113 rental of the
unit. The Tower has now increased the
storage fee from 1/ 3 to 112 of the normal rental.

Mr. Bury objected to any storage
charge, pointing to the financial problems of students and to what hc perceives
to be a lack of flexibility in Hastings' attitude toward students and an attempt by
Hastings to recoup monies lost during
the first few years of the Tower's operation.
Hart responded that students have
various options, including taking their
belongings with them, consolidating with
several students in one unit, or subleasing their apartments. Valerie Wickstrom,
a Hastings student, addressed the Board,
saying that as a student and a renter, she
sees nothing unreasonable in the storage
charge.
Mr. Bury was commended by the
Board for addressing it on this issue, but
in light of budgetary concerns, his views
were found unacceptable. The Board
then passed the motion increasing the
Tower's rent.

A Student-Alumnae Reception sponsored by the Clara Foltz Women's Union with
the help of the Alumni Association and the Hastings Law News was held on 26 March
1985. Pictured are the reception's guest speakers: speaking with Dean Woody (above)
are from left to right, Catherine Duggan and Charlene Padovani Mitchell of Queen's
Bench and Elaine Leitner of San Francisco Women Lawyers Alliance. Below is Mary
Hackenbracht of California Women Lawyers. Photos by Erica Yew.

Faculty Housing
The 20th and 21st floors of the Tower
have been designated as faculty housing.
Each floor will hold two 2-bedroom
apartments, and an elevator will serve
these floors only. The Board discussed
the financing of the renovation of these
two floors. It is the Board's intent that
the cost of renovation will be paid solely
from the rental charges for the 4 units
and that no increase in financial burden
on students will be imposed.
Department of Student
Relations and Services
A new department has been created in
an effort to consolidate the needs of
students into one department. Out of 400
applicants, Dr. Patsy Oppenheim was
named its director. She comes to
Hastings from a previous position with
USF. Oppenheim addressed the Board,
saying how pleased she is to be a part of
the Hastings community and how impressed she is with the staff and with
Dean Prunty's goal of improving student
services.
Bar Results
Dean Woody reported that a nationwide review of programs designed to
generate higher pass rates for special admissions students found "nothing new
under the sun." Although only 29.6% of
special admissions students pass the Bar
the first time, the cumulative pass rate is
62%, which equals the pass rate of all
first time takers from ABA accredited
schools.
Dean Woody then discussed the impact of the Bakke decision in making
special admissions programs "hard to
perfect." He advised the Board that
because of the multiple opinions involved in the decision, it was necessary to
zero in on Powell's to determine what is
a constitutional program. A special admissions program confined to ethnic
minorities is unconstitutional, although
ethnic minority may be used as a "plus."
Dean Woody pointed out that UCLA,
Davis, and Boalt use the plus method
and, therefore, do not maintain separate
special admission records. At present,
Hastings' program treats ethnic minority
as a disadvantage aspect, and 70% of thc
students admitted under the program are
minority membcrs .r

ANSWERS TO
CALIFORNIA
HISTORY QUIZ
The answer to all ten questions is: Clara
Shortridge Foltz, for whom the
Women's Union at Hastings is named.D
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LL.M. PROGRAM

IN TAXATION
Located in San Francisco's financial district

o

Opportunities for either full-time or part-time study

o

A faculty comprised of top-caliber tax practitioners
who are also experienced and effective teachers

o

Designed for the tax attorney seeking an advanced
academic credential in the field from an institution
recognized as one of the nation's leading tax educators

o

Small average class size

o

ABA and AALS-accredited

For further information phone the Director,
LL.M. (Tax) Program, at (415) 442-7207.
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EQUAL JUSTICE FOR ALL
In Celebration of PUBLIC INTEREST LAW WEEK,
The Hastings Law News Presents This Special Section

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
AND BAR ADMISSION

PUBLIC INTEREST LAW: .
Toward a Definition
by Karen A. Wells

II
..

by Riva Enteen

As law students, we have heard the
term "public interest law" many times in
many contexts, but defining the term is
not easy. At a purely intuitive level, one
might say, like Justice Stewart struggling
with a definition of pornography, "I
know it when I see it." An ad hoc approach, however, offers little to someone
whose subconscious JTIind refuses or is
unable to supply the appropriate gut
reaction.
Dictionaries are not especially helpful.
Black's, for example, tells us that public
interest is "[s)omething in which the
public, the community at large, has some
pecuniary interest, or some interest by
which their legal rights or liabilities are
affected," and a public advocate is
"[o)ne who mayor may not be an attorney who purports to represent the
public at large in matters of public concern such as utility rates, environmental
quality, and other consumer matters."
Commentators generally define public
interest law as "the representation of the
unrepresented and the underrepresented." Historically, the field developed in
the 1960's, as an outgrowth of poverty
and civil rights law. A phenomenon
peculiar to the United States, the
development of public interest law

reflected changes in the way American
institutions and problems were viewed. It
was clear to many that there are problems of representation in our society
and problems in the use of economic
resources to secure that representation.
Inadequacies in legislative and administrative processes were also present.
Broadened social concerns and a growing body of law responding to those concerns created a need for a new type of
legal representation. Since this new kind
of representation was generally for the
benefit of large classes of people, most
individuals could not afford the cost of
litigation. The defense of broad collective interests demanded publicly supported legal services similar to those
designed to protect the rights of the
poor.
Even though public interest law firms
have their roots in legal aid and public
defender offices, public interest law
looks beyond the individual client in a
civtl or criminal case and seeks to further
major social policy issues as well. The
characteristics of public interest law include an orientation toward test cases
and impact litigation, an interest in non colltllllled Oil
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American citizens have a long history
of nonviolently resisting injustice and
war. Nonviolent direct action was used
effectively by the women's suffrage
movement to gain women's voting
rights, by the civil rights movement to
end segregation in the South, and by the
anti-war movement to end the war 10
Vietnam. As Martin Luther King said,
"Nonviolence, when effectively organized, is an unstoppable force. When people are caught up in what is right and are
willing to suffer for it , there is no way of
stopping it short of victory. "
Arrests in the non-intervention, sanctuary, and anti-apartheid movements
have become almost commonplace
recently. As law students, we need to
know what risks we take if we get arrested for a political statement.
Hallinan v. Commillee oj Bar £\'ammers, 65 Cal. 2d 447, 55 Cal. Rptr.
228 (1966), is the successful appeal of a
denial of admission to the bar because of
political activity. Hallinan graduated
from Hastings in 1964, passed the bar
exam, and was denied admission to the
bar because of his "participation in and
attempts to justify certain aCh of 'civil
disobedience' committed for the purpose
of vindicating the civil rights of minority

groups." His acts of civil disobedience
"resulted in various admitted and intentional violations of the criminal law for
some of which he [was) prosecuted and
convicted." Supra, at 454.
When the Committee of Bar Examiners asked him if he felt it "proper to
violate a law if this is necessary in order
to .. . enforce civil rights of other
people, " he responded, "Unfortunately,

""e need 10 know what risks li'e

lake . ...

part of the progress of moving the
proved to be
legislature to do things ｨ｡ｾ＠
the necessity for some people committing
acts of civil di sobedience . . " Hallinan
continued:
It's an unfortunate thmg that a lot
more of them [lawyers in Germany
during the Second World Warl, particularly Judges, didn't di sobey these
collllllllcd "" 1>tJ1!t' 12

OPPORTUNITIES IN PUBLIC INTEREST LAW
FRIDA Y, APRIL 12, 1985
University of San Francisco School of Law
KENDRICK HALL
(corner of Shrader and Fulton Streets)
I :30 p.m. KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Angela Blackwell, Attorney, Public Advocates, Inc. "Public Interest Law: The Present and
The Future"

2-5 p.m.

MEET THE ATTORNEYS
Informal individual and group conversations at employers' information tables .

2-5 p.m.

PANELS
Fifty minute panels will run concurrently with employer information tables.
2:00 "Pro Bono Prospect at Private Firms"
3:00 "Attorneys in Public Interest Practice"
4:00 "Landing a Public Intere t/ Public Sector Job"

5-6 p.m.

WINE AND CHEESE

For more information, check with your La,\
Placement Office or call the Public ｉｮｴ･ｲｾ＠
Clearinghouse, (415) 565-4695.

$3 .00
Donation
at the
door

tudem and alumni of the spon oring ｾ｣ ｨ ｯ ｬ ｳ＠ are
ｯ ｮｴ ｩ･ｳ＠
a nd \\ omen are encouraged to
attend.
10\ Ited . ｾＱｭ

Sponsored b) the ?ubltc interest Clearinghouse; Golden Gale Unil't:rsit) 5<.11&01 oj La"'; Slanjord Unil'ct:>lIy School oj Lull';
·
'lore IU'orllla Berkelel School oj La,,' (Boalt Hall); Unllers/II oj Califon:tu, Da ns SdlOol oj La\\'; Un/I'erst/l' oj CaliforU/1tI'ers/
Y OJ a
,
.,..
.
,
"if .
(' '1'1
.
'
C 0 IIf!",oe oifthe LUll" ' I.."ltrersllr
oifSan franCIsco School oj Lall, und {Jnll ers/ty 0 Sallta Cluru .)( 100 oJ Lall .
1110, H asltllgs
•
-
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PUbliC Interest Clearinghouse

A PUBLIC INTEREST RESOURCE
CENTER IN HASTINGS' OWN BACK YARD

by Kate Bach

by Rebecca Campbell
During interview season, if you find
yourself escaping from a sea of blue suits
to the comfort of Knight's salad bar,
you'll pass an obscure door at 355
Golden Gate Avenue marked "Public
Interest Clearinghouse." Those with the
temerity to open that door will find a
staff of four people whose business it is
to gather and disseminate information
on public interest law and legal services.
The Clearinghouse staff of lawyers
and activists can answer many questions
about California's public interest and
legal services community, or they can
direct you to a source where you can find
the answer. If you're curious about
public interest law but don't know what
information you need, that's when
they'll sit down with you to provide
counseling and suggestions on how you
can begin to carve out your niche in the
public interest community. Counseling
services are provided as part of the
Public Interest Law Program, which was
designed to give students information
and encouragement to become public interest lawyers despite the odds created by
limited resources, lack of peer support,
and all the other stumbling blocks that
can deter students from their goal.
The Clearinghouse administers the
Public Interest Law Program at
Hastings, Golden Gate and Santa Clara
law schools under a consortium agreement among those schools. The program
is open to all students and carries no
charges to participate. Successful completion of the program entails meeting
several requirements: public interest
coursework, work at a public ·interest
organization (which can coincide with

GET YOUR FEET WET!

clinical work and volunteering at the
Clearinghouse in providing resources for
the public interest/legal services community. Students who complete the requirements are entitled to couseling services and a subscription to the Public Interest Employment Report for a year
after graduation. There is no penalty,
however, for failing to meet the requirements.
The Public Interest Law Program is
one of many projects on offer at the
Clearinghouse. Other projects include:
• The Funding Network, which provides a newsletter and technical
assistance to California legal services projects on increasing their
fundraising capacity to supplement
the ever-scarcer funds from
governments and foundations.
• The Legal Services Coordination
Project, which provides information to legal aid organizations on
compliance, training, computers
and other subjects for which there
is a common need for assistance.
• Impact, a quarterly newsletter
which presents developments in
litigation, legislation, and the activities of public interest advocates.
• The Directory of Public Interest
Organizations, which lists 600
public interest organizations in the
nine-county Bay Area.
Through all these projects, the Clearinghouse has a finger on the pulse of the
public interest community. Learn to take
advantage of their resources by getting to
know the staff and calling or visiting
with your questions or ideas. To sign up
for the program, drop by or call
565-4695. 0

LEGALESE MADE EASY Lesson #4 : The Phone Call

Cartoon taken from Not the Official Lawyers Handbook, a New American Library
publication written by Kevin P. Ward, Hastings '8/. Kevin wants you to buy his book so he
can "make,lt as a writer" and avoid going "back to 25,(XX) page merger and acquisition contracts . ...

Several articles in this issue provide
reports on current issues in public interest law. In other words, they are
directed primarily at an audience which
is already involved in this field.
In contrast, this article is aimed at
those students, like myself, who are in
the early stages of exploring potential
areas of professional practice. Many of
us feel a real concern about the plight of
the legally underrepresented members of
our society. We want to apply our
emerging legal skills to helping those less
fortunate and less powerful.
But we also want to reap the benefits
and rewards of our hard work here at
school. We hear the tantalizing call of
big money and fancy perqs beckoning to
us from the corporate coffers. Meanwhile, we hear no clinking of silver
dollars from the offices of public interest
law. Finding it difficult, sometimes, to
reconcile these conflicting desires, we
hesitate to pursue a public interest practice.
I decided to talk to some public interest practitioners and learn how their
practices were sustaining them and how
they felt about the work they were doing.

... the tantalizing call of big
money and fancy perqs beckoning
to us from the corporate coffers.

I spoke to a partner at a leading San
Francisco firm who devotes approximately 4OOJo of his time to pro-bono
work. Like several thousand other attorneys in California, he finds this division of time a convenient and satisfying
means of compromising the financial
and personal rewards of private and
public practice. He handles a wide variety of cases. He has represented tenants,
mental patients challenging involuntary
commitment, and a widow whose husband's ashes were illegally held as
"security" on her debt for his funeral expenses.
Compensation for many cases
depends on the judicial award of attorneys fees, usually calculated as a
reasonable hourly fee. Some courts are
willing to increase the fee where the case
is particularly difficult or the chances of
winning are low. It is admittedly difficult
to subsist solely on such fees, especially
since such an award depends on having
won the case. For this reason, a public
interest practitioner often needs to have
access to a fund of money at the outset.
I spoke with attorneys who are involved full-time in a public interest practice. They acknowledge the painful
squeeze of cutbacks in government funding. Such cuts have caused them to rely
even more on pro-bono practitioners to
do the work they can no longer afford to
do themselves. While they all stated that
the private sector is becoming more
aware of the need to fill the gap in

government funding, the transition is not
smooth and a certain loss of services is
unavoidable.
However, I found a consistent attitude
of dedication and optimism. As one attorney said, "Public interest attorneys
are not going hungry." As another put
it, "The rewards are obviously never going to be financially equal with
downtown, but the satisfaction of serv-

"The satisfaction of serving your
client and the ku-ger public interest
can sustain you through the great
frustrations. "

ing your client and the larger public interest can sustain you through the great
frustrations." Some cases can take many
years. They involve attempts to change
institutions where the resistance to
change and popular causes is tremendous.
Public interest organizations are using
an exciting variety of methods to raise
funds. These range from' corporate and
private grants to the proceeds of special
events such as dinners, wine and cheese
receptions, write-in donations through
the United Way program, donations
from attorneys in private practice and
even talent shows. Professional fundraising consultants are being frequently
employed. The competition for funds is
fierce, and fund-raising campaigns and
strategies must be well planned and executed. Many of these ideas are shared
within the public interest community,

"Seize and create everyl opportunity
to get experience. "

and training and informational resources
are becoming more readily available.
As a final note, I pass along some
words of encouragement: "Despite the
changing political times and diminishing
opportunities in public Interest law, particularly in legal services, anybody who
really wants to pursue public interest law
can and will do so. The major key in
knowing what you're getting into is to
seize and create every opportunity to get
experience, whether it be in a dink. an
externship, or a volunteer position. In
other words, get out there and get Yl)ur
feet \\let." l
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SANCTUARY: The New Underground Railway
by Jon Scop

Father Peter Sammon, pastor of St.
Teresa's Catholic Church on Potrero
Hill in San Francisco and a major figure
in the Bay Area sanctuary movement,
spoke to Hastings students on February
15. His talk was part of a lecture/film
series sponsored by the National
Lawyers Guild.
Father Sammon is a native of San
Francisco. In addition to being a priest
for the past 37 years, he has taught high
school and has been a campus administrator at San Francisco State. He
spoke about the sanctuary movement in
general, the U.S.-imposed conditions to
which it is responding, and his own congregation's long, careful process, which
eventually led to the decision to risk
criminal penalties by harboring refugees
from El Salvador and Guatemala.
In spite of these cri minal sanctions (up
to five years imprisonment and/or a
$2000 fine for each person harbored),
and contrary to the media's portrayal of
the situation, it is by no means clear that
sanctuary workers are breaking the law
or that these refugees are "illegal."
Rather, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the members of
the sanctuary movement differ in their
interpretation of the laws regarding
political asylum, particularly the Refugee
Act of 1980. Indeed, familiarity with
these statutes leads to the conclusion that
it is the government which is breaking
the law. Although this is not su rprising,

PS OVERNIGHT
TYPING SERVICE
Typing -

Word Processing

PERSONAL
& PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY SERVICE

Intelligent
Educated Staff

LEGAL DOCUMENTS
RESUMES
MULTIPLE LETTERS

Civic Center Location
234 Van Ness Avenue
431-5250
Suite 103
San Francisco

given the Reagan administration's growing contempt for the rule of law where
Central Americans are concerned (e.g.,
the pullout from the World Court, violations of the Neutrality Act by funding or
tolerance of "private" funding for conIra terrorists), it is important to be aware
that sanctuary workers are obeying both
domestic and international law, as well
as their own spirit ual and moral convictions.
The 1980 Refugee Act defines a
refugee legally entitled to stay in this
country as someone who is "unwilling or
unable to return" to his or her homeland

Sanctuary workers are obeying
both domestic and international
law, as well as their own
spiritual and moral convictions.

"because of persecution or a wellfounded fear of persecution on account
of race, religion, nationality, membership m a particular social group, or
political opinion." The Act was passed
in order to bring U.S, refugee law into
conformity with international ｴｲ･｡ｩｾ＠
such as the United Nations Convention
Relatmg to the Status of Refugees of
1951, and the 1967 Protocol to that Convention Signed by the U. . These
documents prohibit returnmg a refugee
to a country "v\here his life or freedom
would be threatened" and adopt a set of
gUidelines encoded in the U. . Handbook on Procedures and Critena for
Determining Refugee Status, which
clearly states that general conditions in a
nation may be enough in themselves to
establish the claims of those fleeing from
that nation. The Protocol and therefore
the Refugee Act aho require adherence
to the decisions of the U. . High Commissioner on Refugee (U HCR) . The
U HCR has pecifically recognized
Salvadorans as having prtma jaCie
refugee status as a group. In addition,
the 1949 Geneva Convention flatly prohibits any country from forcibly returning anyone to a count!) v\ hich i at war,
including civil war, or to a count!)' where
the per on's human rights vvill not be
guaranteed.
The Refugee Act, however, has a
loophole: granting of asylum is di cretion3l). Judging ｢ｾ＠ INS' action, it's a
loophole big enough to drive a truck or a countr" - through. Asylum is
granted to 37U.o of applicant' v\orldv\;de,
excluding Guatemala and EI Salvador.
The percentages are even higher from
"unfriendh" countries such as Poland
and Iran.' But when it comes to EI

Salvador and Guatemala, the figures
look different: 30,10 and 1070 respectively.
In fiscal year 1984, INS processed 13,373
apphcations from Salvadorans. It
granted 328 and denied 13,045. Each
denial was accompanied by a form letter
from the State Department, which
stated, "We have carefully reviewed the
information submitted as part of the application. On this basis, we believe the
applicant has failed to establish a wellfounded fear of being persecuted." To
date, the State Department has yet to indicate what this "careful review" consists of. INS claims these people are all
"economic refugees." Father Sammon
spoke of one such "economic refugee"
here in the Bay Area. Juan was a doctor
in El Salvador. He came to the U.S.
when his life and the lives of his family
were threatened by the death squads. He
has now found gainful employment here
- as a janitor. Father Sammon could
have also mentioned Ernesto, formerly
an enthUSiastic Salvadoran high school
teacher. Now Ernesto mops floors at
McDonald's.

Why is the Reagan administration so
hostile to the claims of Central American
refugees? These are refugees obviously
fleeing from life-threatening existences
where torture, "disappearances," kidnappings, rapes and mutilation - according to a multitude of independent
human rights groups, such as Amnesty
International and Americas Watch are the norm. It seems that this stance is
the callous by-product of our foreign
pobcy. To admit that these people are
fleeing persecution from their government is to condemn the ve!)' governments the U.S. supports. So, while
U.S.-made while phosphorous and
napalm drop onto \lJ1ages in EI Salvador
- lobbied for by the State Department
- survivors escaping to the U.S. find the
doors slammed hut, complete \\;th a reJecuon letter from that same State
Department.
And they flee in great numbers, Since
1979 over a million people, out of a

population of five million, have escaped
from EI Salvador. There are approximately 500,000 Salvadorans in the
U.S.,perhaps 100,000 in the Bay Area.
San Francisco is the only major U.S. city
where the majority of the Spanishspeaking population is Central
American. Given the virtual guarantee of
an initial INS denial of asylum status,
few of these refugees voluntarily present
themselves to la /l1Igra. Instead, they
blend into the community, struggling to
find migrant farmwork, low-paying
assembly jobs or live-m domestic positions that U.S. citizens don't want.
Many find friends or family to take them
in; now others can turn to churches and
synagogues.
The sanctuary movement was officially born three years ago in Tucson and
Berkeley. Since then the movement has

/i\S secret agents, wired for
sound infiltrating church
meetings . .. .

blossomed to include over 200 congregations, about 50 in Northern California.
ｒ･ｦｵｧｾ＠
arc rarely housed within church
buildings, but receive housing, food,
clothing, medical care or transportation
from people working within the congregations, who often house the ｲ･ｦｵｧｾ＠
in their own homes or rent apartments
for them. In addition, sanctuary workers
are involved in getting refugees to
Canada, 'whose immigration policy ｩｾ＠
much more in tune with international
law, and in bonding out people who have
been incarcerated by INS. This year,
Berkeley declared itself an entire city of
sanctuary, and many campuses, including some within the U.c. ystem,
openly aid refugees. The national governing bodies or leading councils of
several denominations, including the
Baptist, Lutheran, Presbyterian and
'vtethodist Churches, have affirmed their
support for sanctuary.
Until this year the government had
refrained from open harassment of the
movement, aside from a few isolated
prosecutions, such as those of activists
Stacey :-'1erkt and Jack Elder. Many
speculated on whether the politicallyheavy axe would fall before or after the
elections. The crackdown began this
January. \\hen 16 sanctuary workers and
about 60 refugee!>, none in the Bay Area,
were arrested, after a 10-month undercover operation involving INS secret
agents, \\ ired for sound, infiltrating
church meetings (including Bible study
classes!) and over 100 hours of tapes of
these meetings, \\ hich transcribe into
40,000 pages of documents. In addition
to charges of "harboring" violations,
the workers are also being charged \\;th
conspiracy. The refugees and 23 more
workers are named as unindicted co-

conlil1ucd un page II
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-EQUAL RIGHTS ａｄｖｏｃｔｅｓｾ＠

IInterview with Shauna Marshall : WOMEN MAKE HEADWAY
Shallna Marshall is a Slaff Allorney with ERA.
Equal Rights Advocates is a public
interest law firm dedicated to the eradication of sex discrimination. We have a
three-part program. The first is our
advice and counseling program, and
that's basically where intake comes in.
The second part is our litigation, and the
third part is our public education and
outreach.
We are funded primarily through
membership, grant foundations, and attorneys fees, when they come in. As a
public interest law firm we cannot take
cases just because of fees they may
generate. We have to take cases that normally other people won't take or because
of their particular significance.
We pride ourselves on the fact that we
are not one of those public interest law
firms that says "Hey, these are neat
issues, let's find plaintiffs for a case."
We try to be reflective of the need that
we perceive is out there. We know about
that through our advice and counseling
program, which is staffed primarily by
law students. Our law clerks sit at the
phone usually 2-3 hours a day and take
calls from the public. Most of the calls
that we receive are in the employment
discrimination area. I'm not sure if that's
because we have done primarily employment discrimination cases and the word
is out, or if that's really the greatest need
faced by women today, but nevertheless,
we do have expertise and we primarily do
employment discrimination cases.

Women in the trades especially,
and in non-traditional
employment generally, get
harassed constantly.

Our law students check out the problem, try to identify if it's something that
should be referred to a private attorney,
and if that's the case they try to do the
referral. If it's something they think we
can handle by talking to the employer,
writing a letter, or mediating on the
client's behalf, to save the client litigation and get the problem solved the way
the client wants, our law students will do
that. The staff attorneys at ERA go over
every intake call, but as the semester progresses, the law students get really good
and they tell us "We've done X, Y, and
Z. Don't you think that was the way to
go?" Nine times out of ten they're right.

The next kinds of cases we'll get will
require a woman to go to the Department of Fair Employment and Housing
or the EEOC to file some sort of discrimination claim. With complicated cases or
insecure callers, we try to have a law student go with the caller down to the
Department of Fair Employment and
Housing. Because the law is so technical,
if you don't couch it in the right terms, it
doesn't look like sexual harassment or
discrimination when in fact it is.

Our Women of Color
Project . .. is designed to address
the double burdens that third
world women face from sex and
race discrimination.

A lot of our clients are members of
unions. We'll sometimes get involved
working with a union or prodding a
union to do something we think it should
do. Our philosophy is to try to be pro
union; even though some unions are not
pro women, we are trying to educate
them in that way. One of our law
students recently went to a mediation
with a woman and her union rep; they
worked together and handled the mediation. Another woman sat in on an arbitration because the client wanted to
have an ERA rep in addition to her
union rep.
From our intake calls, we often get
our cases that will go to trial. We also
assess what our priority areas are from
our intake calls. Presently, through our
three programs, we have four priority
areas. They are: sexual harassment in the
workplace, pregnancy-related discrimination, access to non-traditional jobs
(especially in the trades), and pay equity
and comparable worth issues. Those
priorities are reassessed every six months
by going over all the calls we've received.
Sexual harassment and pregnancyrelated discrimination are by far the biggest priorities.
For women of color, pregnancyrelated discrimination seems to be a particularly big problem. There are a lot of
young women who'are having children in
non-traditional settings; they're single
heads of households, and if they don't

SO l'D LIKE _ TABLE,

PR[F[RABlV IN __ _
CORNER BV _ WINDOW

The minutes of the Hastings Board
of Directors dated January 10, 1879
reflect the adoption by a unanimous
vote of the following resolution:
"Resolved that women not be admitted to the Hastings College of
the Law."
Needless to say, there were also no
restrooms for women students.
Women students have been admitted to Hastings in increasing
numbers since Foltz v. Hodge 54 Cal.
28 (1879), yet the availability of
restroom facilities has been significantly disproportionate to the numbers of women admittees. This
situation will be greatly improved,
however, since Hastings opened a
new women's restroom on the Second
Floor. Students, Faculty, and Staff
are invited to the grand opening
ceremonies which will takA place
across the hall from rOQm G, March I,
at2:45p.m.
.
While a discussion of restrooms
may inspire humorous comments, it
is a subject which is often seriously
addressed. In a recent interview
United States Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall stated that he
favored having a woman on the
Supreme Court but indicated that the
first change the Court would have to

make is in the plumbing.
Some women at Hastings
noted that while there are ｡､ｅｾｑｵｴ･ｩ＠
restroom facilities for women "".;oll""t
near the meeting room of
Hastings 'Board of Directors,
have been no women members of
board in recent years. And, it
believed that there has never been
woman on the Board in the entire
year history of Hastings.
You may have come a long way,
"woman," but you still have a
way to go.

Reprinted from Hastings Law News Feb. 28, 1977.
get their jobs back it's often the line between being self-sufficient and being
dependent on the state. We monitor our
intake calls, and when we see, for example, ｉｾ＠ pregnancy-related calls regarding
this particular issue, we decide that
maybe this will be a good example to file
a lawsuit on.
Our third component is public education. Sometimes, after we help a woman,
her employer will say: "You know, that
was really good. We didn't realize what
the law required. Could you give a
presentation to our branch managers?"
When things like that happen, we really
feel good, because we want to have a
preventive role. We do outreach by giving workshops to various groups; recently we did one on employment discrimination for the Employment Development
Department, and one on pregnancy
discrimination for the Sacramento
Women's Bar Association.
Superimposed on all of this is our
Women of Color Project. That is designed to address the double burdens

HEV, WHAT'S G()IN&
ON? EVERV TIME: I
TRY TO SA'I "A," -AN,"
OR "THE," NOTHING'
COMES OUT!

that third world women face from sex
and race discrimination. To that end
we've done a significant amount of
outreach. Whenever we do a large mailing, we get a huge response in intake
calls. The last outreach we did got us involved in our firefighters' case.
We are suing the city of San Francisco
for failing to hire any women on the
firefighter force. We are also suing for
their failure to promote minorities and
for their under representation of
minorities in the force. We are attacking
the written and physical agility tests. The
EEOC guidelines require that if an exam
has a disproportionate impact on a protected group, it has to be shown that the
exam is job related. We think that they
cannot show that the exams are job
related to having a safe force. It's an interesting case because it really illustrates
the double problem that minority
women face.
continued on page II
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LAW WITHOUT LAWYERS
by Ralph Warner

The idea that there can be law
without lawyers is at least as old
as recorded history. In this country, people's law was well
established before the first angry
gunfire in 1775 turned colonies
into country. Even a hundred
years ago, when our greatgrandparents lived on farms or in
small towns, and lawyers were
modest fellows who could read
and write a little better than
average and owned a fire-proof
box, most folks still had some
chance to participate in the legal
decisions that affected their lives.
How these country lawyers metamorphosed into armies of ambitious greyflanneled hustlers determined to run
every aspect of our lives, while traveling
first class all the way, is a longer story
than we have time to chronicle here. But
it is important for each of us to face the
fact that lawyer dominance is a product
of a society that preaches the value of
finishing first no matter what the cost,
and of the American ethic, which holds
that going 75 miles an hour is dandy as
long as you don't get caught. Or to put
it another way, it is our greed and fear
that have put those crowds of esquires on
the top of every tall building in town.
None of this is new . Increasingly,
Americans are willing to consider sensible steps to rein in a profession run
amok. Unfortunately, it isn't as easy to
place sensible restraints on lawyers as it
is, say, to deregulate the airline industry
or impose ethical business standards on
undertakers. Lawyers, it seems, make
the law in ways that place themselves

It is our greed and fear that
have put those crowds of
esquires on the top of el'ery tall
building in town.

above the law. Specifically, reform of
the American legal system and our opportunity to sensibly participate in our
own legal lives are consistently frustrated
by two stubborn social facts of life: (I)
lawyers control who can practice law,
and (2) lawyers effectively control the
law-making process, both in Congress
and most state legislatures. Let's look at
what needs to be done to change each of
these unhappy social realities, including
lawyers' control of who can practice law.
Bar associations in most states define
what constitutes the practice of law and
prosecute people who violate their narrow and commonly self-serving definitions. Lawyer pro ecutor and lawyer
judges then play their nasty role in the increasingly bitter drama in which the ｬ･ｾ｡＠
profession shamelessly abuses Its
political power to fine and jail ｮｾﾭ
lawyer Americans who type rouune
divorce bankruptcy, name change, and
other ｉｾｧ｡ｬ＠
forms. They do this in the
name of protecting the public, the same
public who, when given a chance, flock
to take advantage of the reasonably-

priced services of independent
paralegals. And at the same time that
lawyers use their official position to
persecute their opponents for being ignorant, they do their best to keep them
that way. Not one school or certificate
program for independent paralegals is
allowed to exist.
All of this contributes mightily to the
present crisis in our legal delivery system.
Even though we are a nation with
700,000 lawyers (it will be over a million
by the mid-1990's), the average
American has pitifully poor access to affordable legal help. You would think that
a country with one-third of the world's
lawyers could do better.
And we can. By the simple device of
removing the power to define what constitutes the practice of law from the
organized Bar and giving it to nonlawyer controlled groups such as the
Department of Consumer Affairs or an

The average American has
pitifully poor access to
affordable legal help.

independent board established for that
purpose, we can quickly develop a new
definition of what constitutes
unauthorized practice. The idea of
course is to free independent paralegals
to work in many routine areas, such as
preparing divorce, bankruptcy, adoption, name change, small incorporation,
and other types of routine legal paperwork. With the proper training and, if
necessary, certification, we can easily
develop a safe, efficient, and relatively
low-cost legal delivery system. We
already do this in income tax preparation, largely because neither lawyers nor
accountants control the field.
As we go to press comes word that a
committee made up of representatives of
six conservative think tank has suggested moves to deregulate the practice
of law: "We must reduce the number of
tasks in our society which are reserved
for the exclusive attention of lawyers,"
the report says. "Professionals such as
bankers and realtors and paralegals
should be empowered to write and execute legal documents and to provide
other legal services, II the report continues.
As you might guess, lawyers' groups
aren't about to take thi kind of suggestion lying down. For example, under the
heading "Lawyers in Trouble," a
newspaper published by the Alameda
County (California) Bar Association
responded:
It's one thing for the State Bar to sit
idly by and watch "Tenant Consultants" and "Bankruptcy
Counselors" encroach on the practice
of law, but it' another thing to have
them condoned in the highest reaches
of
our
republic.
These
"practitioners" do so at upposed
lower fees, but without the experti e
required of attorneys. At least \\e
have taken some courses and passed
an exam! Further, the consumer does
not have the protection given through
malpractice remedies and the
di 'ciplinary power and sanctions of
the State Bar.

Attorneys cannot let the suggested
"alternative" by these think tanks get
off the ground. Write your congressman, the State Bar, Nancy
Reagan - man the barricades!!!!!
Rex Legis
Over 500,70 of the members of the U.S,
Senate and House of Representatives are
lawyers. At the state level, the percentage
is more like 200,70. Even here, however,
lawyers are heavily represented on the
judiciary committees in many states, and
therefore control what laws get to be
voted on by the full legislatures. If you
have any doubt as to what this means,
join me sometime when I testify in favor
of bills to expand Small Claims Court
before the judiciary committees of the
Califorma Senate and Assembly. The
last time I appeared, several lawyer
members wondered out loud if the present $1,500 jurisdictional level wasn't too
high, given the average citizen's ability to
represent him/ herself. Certainly, raising
it would be a cruel hoax, denying people
competent representation by lawyers,
another contended.
Put simply, we will never make meaningful changes in the present scandalously pro-lawyer, anti-democratic laws and
procedures in the areas of probate, auto

accidents, divorce and dozens of other
areas, including big money asbestos
litigation (where lawyers get up to t\\Othirds of every settlement), as long as
organized lawyerdom can ea ily use their
legislative power to hold our access to
the dispute resolution process hostage to
their own wallets. While the number of
lawyers in legislatures is declining (the
judiciary committee in the California
Assembly is down to three), there are
more than enough left to exert far more
influence than should be tolerated.
What is the solution? There are surely
a number. but the reform that would
provide the most help the fastest would
be to prevent lawyers in the legislature
from voting on any legi lation affecting
their profession. Just as optometrists
shouldn't vote on a bill to regulate the
dispensing of contact lenses, lawyers
should not vote on measures to simplify
divorce or probate. I am convinced that
thIS one basic conflict of interest reform
would do more than anything else to
clean house of dozens of pro-lawyer,
anti-citizen laws and procedures. ｾ＠

This article first appeared in the Nolo
a quarterly self-help law
newspaper publIShed by Nolo Press ill
Berkeley, CA.
News,

HOW LA irS ARE MADE

COnlt'Hanl Pat Ward "WI ho cast' "hen ｊｕｾｬｉ｣･＠
0 Connor
lipS tht' majo,,£) "l1h her Impn'SSIH' rt'(all of "Lt'al't' II
to Beale," tr/l/O-und Ilt'''' fa" If madt'!

See Cartoon caption, Supra, page 6
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Meiklejohn
Competition

Civil Rights for the Disabled
Disabled persons In this country have
traditionally been viewed as helpless individuals who have lillie to offer society.
Society, in turn, has treated disabled persons as objects of fear, pity and charity.
Charitable institutions and rehabilitation
programs were set up to shelter, care for,
and train the mass of disabled people.
The policies and assumptions governing
these programs have resulted in patterns
of segregation, discrimination, and
denial of rights and liberties that closely
resemble the patterns of racism and
disenfranchisement of a class of person
that is abhorrent to our constitutional
society. Rarely have disabled people
received the civil rights, civil liberties,
and dignity guaranteed citizens of our
society.
In the late 1960's a new civil rights
movement was started by active disabled
persons who wanted a voice in determining the quality and direction of their
lives. At the heart of this movement is
the quest for access to the full range of
opportunities and experiences that are
available in our society, along with the
concurrent struggle to remove attitudinal, architectural, and communication
barriers that segregate disabled persons
from the mainstream of community life.
Paralleling advancement of this move-

ment was enactment of major federal
legislation that fits into the long history
of American civil rights legislation. In
1973 the major civil rights act for disabled persons, Section 504, was added to
the Rehabilitation Act. Section 504 prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicap in all federally assisted programs
throughout the United States. Since that
time, disabled people throughout the

Society, in turn, has treated
disabled persons as objects of
fear, pity and charity.

country have formed independent living
programs and grassroots coalitions while
fighting to protect and extend their civil
rights on all fronts.
As the network of disabled persons
committed to the disability civil rights
movement expanded, the need for
disabled people to develop, plan and
strategize to guide national disability
rights policy and practice became ap-

YOU CAN SAVE YOUR
COUNTRY...

... ANDWIN A
$10,000
SCHOLARSHIP!
Federal deficit spending endangers
your future . Right now, the federal
government is spending $4 for
every $3 it takes in. It doesn 't take
an economist to figure out that
when you spend more than you
make, you're in trouble .
And federal deficit spending is
getting all of us into trouble. Starting
a career is tough enough without
having to struggle with a wounded
economy. If the deficit catches up
with us, intlation, failing industries
and job shortages could be the
results.
It's important that our decision
makers know how you feel about
the deficit - to get them to act
now. You can let them know by
entering the ·You Can Save Your
Country" National Essay Contest.
We'll make sure that the President

and Congress receive a copy of
your essay. PLUS, you can win a
$ 10,000 scholarship, or one of three
$2,500 scholarships.
Contact your Student Government
Office for contest details, or write to:
National Essay Contest. Institute' of
Financial Education, III East
Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60601.
But hurryl Entries must be received
by April 29, 1985.

ｲ

the 1NSTITUTE of
financial education
ＩＺＮｾｹ＠

(;i- ＮＤＧｾ＠
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111 EAST WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601
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parent. The Disability Rights Education
and Defense Fund, Inc, (DREDF) was
conceived and founded to support and
assist in this goal.
In October, 1979, the founders of
DREDF, all leaders in the disability civil
rights movements, established a not-forprofit public benefit corporation
dedicated to the principle that disabled
people have the right to lead full and integrated lives, with the freedom of choice
and dignity guaranteed all members of
our society. DREDF carries out its mission through programs in education of
disabled people, the general public, and
policy makers in and out of government,
as well as through research, policy
development, and advocacy on behalf of
disabled persons, groups, and issues that
will further the civil rights and liberties of
disabled people. DREDF is staffed
primarily by disabled persons with
diverse backgrounds in the fields of law,
education, economics, political science,
engineering, architecture and medicine.
DREDF's activities lie in these major
areas: education and training, legal support and advocacy, research and policy _
analysis, disability rights publications,
networking, and technical assistance.
The legal support and advocacy function

The struggle to remove
attitudinal, architectural, and
communication barriers that
segregate disabled persons from
the mainstream of community
life . ...

includes direct client advocacy in impactoriented cases, information sharing,
local legal services for low-income
disabled people, and a national support
center that monitors disability issues .
The Lawyers' Committee on Disability Rights develops models for private bar
involvement in disability issues, attorney
training for attorneys and judges, and
legal internships to law students with a
particular focus on disabled students. In
1983 the project included a pro bono
panel of 35 attorneys, who are provided
technical assistance, support, and
follow-up by a staff attorney, a paralegal
and legal interns on disability discrimination cases which the project has referred
to them. DREDF provided referral
and/or direct staff assistance to more
than 250 pro bono cases during the year.
It provided training staff and technical
assistance to two training conferences for
judges and undertook an outreach and
training project designed for disabled
racial minorities. It also received approval from the State Bar of California
to establish a Lawyer Referral panel that
will permit DREDF to refer clients who
are not eligible for free services and will
also provide DREOF with income from
the project to enable it to become
significantly self-sufficient over the longterm .
For more information, contact
Disability Rights Education and Oefense
Fund, Inc., 2032 San Pablo Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94702; (415) 644-2555
voice or (415) 644-2629 TOO.
Information SliPplied by DREDF. []

Any law student attending law school
in 1984-1985 is eligible to participate in
the second annual Corliss Lamont Law
Student Essay Contest on THE NEW
TECHNOLOGY ,
NATIONAL
SECURITY, AND THE FIRST
AMENDMENT, sponsored by Meiklejohn Civil Liberties Institute. First prize
is $1,000, second prize is $750, and third
prize is $500.
Judges of the essay contest will be
Thomas l. Emerson, Yale Professor of
Law Emeritus, Professor John Brittain,
University of Connecticut Law School,
and Ann Fagan Ginger, President of
Meiklejohn Institute.
Submit no more than 5,000 words,
postmarked no later than August I,
1985, typed, with footnotes, doublespaced on white paper, suitable for
photocopying. Contestants are encouraged to include discussion of specific
current cases, statutes, and administrative proceedings. Essays should
cover the problem, the existing law, and
proposals for solutions.
Meiklejohn Civil Liberties Institute is
an active center for human rights located
in Berkeley, California. It welcomes interns, externs, work/ study students and
volunteers for training in legal and
library skills. Since 1964 the Institute has
worked to defend, strengthen, and extend civil and political rights and liberties, economic rights, and the right to
peace.
All entries should be submitted to
Meiklejohn Institute, Box 673, Berkeley,
CA 94701. 0

NLG needs you!
The National Lawyers Guild needs
progressive law students! The Guild
works with people's movements
dedicated to change, and one of its
crucial functions is helping lawyers find
ways to put their politics into legal practice. Guild chapters often function as informal placement offices for progressive
law students. Both in law school and in
the practice of law, the NLG can function as a network of support. To get involved, call 285-5066. 0

"If you go mad or get seriously hurt in
'Sweden, you don't have to be a
millionaire to get the best care. We have
a strong social security and social consciousness. Your social consciousness in
America seems underdeveloped. If I was
successful and wealthy and didn't have a
social consciousness, I think I would like
to live in America. Otherwise, I would
rather live in Sweden."
-Christer Lindarw, creator and star
of "After Dark," Swedish revue
"If you believe you will fail, you will

find some way to fail."
- Billie Jean King

ｾ｡ｲｪ＠
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SANCTUARY

continued from page 7

conspirators, allowing the tapes into
evidence as an exception to the hearsay
rule. The government has filed a motion
in limine to rule out every conceivable
defense to giving sanctuary, or any claim
of government misconduct.
This has not dampened the resolve of
the movement. On the contrary, immigration attorney Marc Van Der Hout
reports that new churches are requesting
sanctuary information in ever-increasing
numbers. And the level of confrontation
with INS has heightened. Shortly after
the January arrests, INS stated that they
wouldn't go directly into churches and
demand custody of refugees. But a few

New churches are requesting
sanctuary information in everincreasing numbers.

days later, INS agents went into a New
Jersey church and told the priest he had
one week to turn over six refugees. Three
days later, congregation representatives
held a press conference, in which they
declared that Ihey refused to comply
with the agents' demand. The next day,
INS backed down and said they would
not enter to remove the refugees forcibly.
Father Sammon is glad that his congregation made a careful and wellconsidered decision, which strengthens
its resolve. The issue was raised at St.
Teresa's in March, 1983. It was dhcussed
for all entire year before a vote was taken
in March of 1984. A 750/0 majority was
required for approval of publicly offering sanctuary; the vote was 80% in
favor. "Because of the long process,"
stated the pastor, "the community owns
its decision. The arrests don't intimidate
us. The community is doing this because.
of its firm convictions, based not only on
legal grounds but on strong moral
grounds."
When ｲ･ｦｵｧｾ＠
are apprehended,
either at the border or in factory raids or
street stops, they are incarcerated and
immediately deported - unless they
know how to apply for political asylum.
If they apply for asylum, Ihey have the
opportunity to post bond and be released
while the application is pending. The
amount of the bond is usually well out of
reach of any refugee, but if he or he
connects with a lawyer from one of the
agencies or panels offering free legal
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representation, the lawyer may succeed
in bringing the amount down to a more
manageable level. Then the attorney
assists the refugee in filing for asylum.
As much as a year later, a hearing is
held, where a well-represented applicant
continued from page 8
will present documentation and expert
testimony to back up his or her claim.
Through this case, the most amazing
The claim is almost always denied, and
coalition has been formed. We are
then several months pass until the Board
representing minority women. The coof Immigration Appeals rules on the applaintiffs are the Black Firefighters
peal. The denial is almost always upheld.
Association, and they have been just
Then more time passes until the case
wonderful to work with. The men tell
comes before the final decisionmaker,
our women, "Look, when you get there
the U.S. Court of Appeals. Very few
it will be hell. We sued to get in and were
Central American applications have yet
harassed. Don't let it get to you. You
made it this far, to their first appearance
can do it." They are working with some
before a truly independent judiciary, but
of the women to help train for the exthe rate of denials appears to be
ams.
significantly lower. Meanwhile, each apLast week I went down to the regional
plicant is "legally" entitled to remain
Black Firefighters Conference, and one
here while the asylum process drags on.
of the men said that the women would
And currently, offering perhaps another
just take away their jobs. Immediately,
avenue of hope, Congress is considering
some men responded by saying, "Those
identical bills which would withhold
days are gone. You've got to think of the
deportation of all Salvadorans until the
new coalition. We've gOI to work
conflict in El Salvador subsides. Contogether." Others said, "The people
gressperson Moakely is sponsoring the
who have our jobs are the white men.
House bill, H.R. 822, with over 100 coDon't take away from the women." The
sponsors. The Senate bill, S. 377, is
man said, "All right, I stand corrected."
sponsored by Senator DeConcini.
Our coalition has frustrated the city
There are some groups in the Bay
because they thought they could pacify
Area working to provide free legal
us by placing a few women, but we are
representation, including counseling,
saying we want both tcsts changed, that
form assistance, representation at hearwe want minorities in general protected.
ings, filing of briefs and motions, and
For the people who still have the ideals
documentation, to take refugees through
of the 60's, this case shows that coalithe entire asylum process to a hopefully
tions can get together and work.
successful conclusion. Among them is a
Another case which we got involved in
volunteer panel of 100 attorneys, cothrough our Women of Color Project is
ordinated by the San Francisco Lawyers
our garment workers case. We are coCommittee for Urban Affairs. Another
counseling that case with the Asian Law
is the Father Moriarty Central American
Caucus and the Employment Law
Refugee Program.
Center. We're not just suing the contracVolunteering for political asylum
tor in Chinatown, for whom the women
work is an excellent way for a concerned
work, but we're also SUIng the manufaclaw student to do concrete, meaningful,
turer for minimum wage and overtime
hands-on work that can often mean the
payment violations. We're also thinking
difference between life and death. The
of legislation, if we should lose the case.
Refugee Program needs volunteers this
I'm also suing the San Francisco
summer and next fall, for whatever time
police department on behalf of Louelle
commitments students are willing to
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Columbano, the policewoman who blew
the whistle on the police rookie scandal
at the Rathskeller. The nine years of sexual harrassment she was subjected to
while on the force came crashing in 011
her al that incident, so he reported the
incident and reported it to the press as
well because she had the feeling the
police would sweep it under the rug. As a
result of reporting the incident, she was
harassed so much Ihat no\\ _he i on
disability. It's an important case because
women in the trades especially, and in
non-traditional employment generally,
get harassed constantly. We're about to
file a complaint, after being turned down
by the city on our administrative complaint. The case is couched as retaliation
for asserting herexual harassment
rights.
Another ERA attorney is working on
a comparable worth case, involving a
Minnesota statute which requires state
employers to do studies regarding comparable worth. The studies are being
challenged because of standards such as
what decisions an employee makes,
which would be a real problem for
women and minorities. She also has a
case against the federal govern men I for a
man who sued for paternity leave which
was denied.
Every student who works here gets a
little bit of a client load. In addition,
students do research and writing for our
litigation. We try to get the students involved in depositions, by helping prepare
them and then attending. If a student
writes a motion for us, we try to have
them certified so they can argue the motion. If students are interested, they help
111 the education and outreach component, by writing grant proposals and letters for outreach, and by accompanying
me to talks to help field questions.
Sometime our students help other attorneys on Title Vll casC'> , doing
research and meeting with the attorneys,
because we want to encourage other at
torncys to take on those cases.
Any student 1I1terested in our work
can call us at 621-0505.

Volunteering for political asylum
work is an excellent way for a
concerned law student to do
concrete, meaningful, hands-on
work.
make. No experience is nece sary;
neither is kno\\ledge of Spanish,
although anyone worktng at the Program will pick some up anyway. Interested volunteers may contact attorney
Karen Musalo at 621-3629, or lea\e a
nOle for Jon Scop in the Student Information Center or locker 11925 Those interested in volunteering for other aspects
of sanctuary work may contact Catholic
ocial Services at 864-7400. [ 1

VIVIAN CLAYTON PH.D.
licensed Psychologist (pt 7965)
540-7877
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PUBLIC INTEREST
LAW DEFINITION
continued from page 5

money damage remedies, an emphasis
on opening up and improving government operations, a concentration on the
administrative process, and a clientele
not necessarily indigent but lacking the
resources for effective representation on
community concerns.
Several important cases in the 1960's
established that public groups have a
right to representation in the proceedings
of governmental agencies, even when the
agency is one established specifically to
represent the public. A landmark ruling
by the Internal Revenue Service in 1970
affirmed the tax-exempt status of public
interest law firms when they meet IRS
guidelines. Courts and administrative
agencies grew increasingly receptive to
participation by members of the general
public. Ultimately, federal and state
legislation gave statutory recognition to
citizens' rights to use the law to defend
certain social values. All of these factors
were important in the development of
public interest law as we know it today.

"Significant injuries may go
without remedy. "

Primary benefits to society in providing a voice for those who would
otherwise be unrepresented are to insure
governmental responsiveness to the
widest possible range of interests and to
hold governmental agencies and private
parties to accepted standards in the equal
application of law. Justice Marshall
noted that when many persons and
groups do not have access to a lawyer,
there is an imbalance and distortion in
the legal process:
Certain viewpoints do not have access
to important decision-makers. Decisions are made without benefit of an
adversary presentation of all the facts
and arguments. Significant injuries
may go without remedy. Justice is
parcelled out unequally, and unwise
decisions are made affecting all of us.
P).lblic interest law seeks to prevent such
imbalance.
The issues reached by public interest
law are wide ranging. The broad contours of public interest law are suggested
by these five areas:
I. Poverty law: legal services in civil
and criminal cases for clients lacking
financial resources.
2. Civil rights/civil liberties law: legal
representation of a right of an individual which society has a special
interest in protecting.
3. Public rights law: legal representation involving an important right
belonging to a significant segment of
the public.
4. Charitable organization representation: legal services to charitable,
religious, civic, governmental, and
educational institutions where legal
fees would significantly deplete the
organization's economic resources.
5. Administration of justice: activity
designed to increase the availability
of legal services or improve the administration of justice.
In 1975, the ABA declared that every
lawyer has a responsibility to provide
public interest legal services, without a
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fee or at a low fee, in one of these five
areas.
The practice of public interest law is
not limited to public interest law firms,
such as Equal Rights Advocates, Public
Advocates, the Sierra Club Legal
Defense Fund, and other non-profit law
firms. There are small firms of lawyers
who devote most of their time to
representing clients whose cases are of
small pecuniary value but have significant social implications; they also practice commercial or some other form
of law to produce a regular income.
Other attorneys practice public interest
law in large firms that allocate a percentage of firm time to public interest cases
or that permit attorneys to undertake pro
bono cases. Some lawyers work with
local bar associations that provide voluntary legal services. In addition, there are
many organizations other than law firms
that engage in litigation and legislative
activities in the public interest; examples
include the NAACP, the League of
Women Voters, and Consumers Union.
It is not possible to discuss public interest law without considering the crucial
issue of funding: who pays to represent
those who cannot pay? Public interest
law firms seek charitable support from
foundations and individuals and engage
in constant fundraising.
Federal funding for legal services to
the poor commenced in 1964, and the
Legal Services Act of 1974 created the
Legal Services Corporation to provide
minimum access to legal services.
However, the Reagan administration's
devastating budget cuts have created
serious financial problems for legal services programs everywhere. For example, in California the 1980-81 cuts
resulted in the termination of 28070 of all
legal services employees, and 25070 of all
offices were closed.

Who pays to represent those who
cannot pay?

California and a few other states are
trying novel solutions to the problem. In
1981, California enacted Business and
Professions Code section 6210, which requires all California attorneys to place in
interest bearing trust accounts certain
client funds that were formerly held in
non-interest bearing accounts; the interest generated on these trust accounts is
to be used to fund legal services. In
December 1984, a California Court of
Appeal determined that the trust fund
statute is constitutional, and the $7.2
million that accumulated during the constitutional challenge has been released
for use in supporting legal services in
California.
Public interest lawyers face problems
of other kinds as well. Perhaps the most
difficult to resolve are the conflicts of interest that can arise among members of
the public represented in a class action or
among members of the public who are
supposed to benefit from the litigation.
For example, when a suit to close a
polluting industry puts thousands of
employees out of work, citizens may
wonder where the social welfare really
lies in such a case. There are tough
choices to be made when people disagree
as to the goals and remedies sought.
An article in Impact, The California
Digest oj Public Interest Practice, in
1983 suggested that public interest
lawyers should "be aware of the limita-

tions inherent in litigation and be more
willing to pursue alternative strategies."
The suggested strategies included these:
I. Instituting structural change by implementing systems that are difficult
to dismantle once in place.
2. Engaging in electoral politics to
secure humane and sympathetic
governmental administration at all
levels.
3. Participating in the state and federal
budgetary processes.
4. Joining with progressive economists
to address the economic problems of
this country.
5. Providing increased public education about issues addressed by
public interest lawyers.
6. Forming coalitions to challenge
social problems'.
The full time pursuit of public interest
law is not likely to lead to material success. However, as Justice Marshall put

" ... the ideal of equal justice for
all. "

it, "by helping to open the doors to our
legal system, [public interest lawyers)
have moved us a little closer to the ideal
of equal justice for all." 0

CIVIL
DISOBEDIENCE
continued from page 5

laws. In fact, they were punished and
some of them even killed, for obeying
the laws of the Third Reich. I think
somebody in the southern part of the
United States has an obligation - as
a lawyer - has a duty, to disobey
some of those laws that are really unconstitutional and that persecute people on the basis of their race ....
Supra, at 457-459.
The California Supreme Court reversed the Committee's and lower
court's findings, admitted Hallinan to
the bar, and expressed
strong doubt that the leaders of current civil rights movements are today
or will in the future be looked upon as
persons so lacking in moral qualifications that they should for that reason
alone be prevented from entering their
chosen profession .... If we were to
deny to every person who has engaged
in a "sit-in" or other form of nonviolent civil disobedience, and who
has been convicted therefor ... the
right to enter a licensed profession, we
would deprive the community of the
services of many highly qualified persons of the highest moral courage.
This should not be done. Supra at
461-462.
In summation, the court cited Judge
Learned Hand's statement in Repouille
v. United States, 165 F.2d 152, 153 (2d
Cir. 1947)
Many people - probably most people - do not make it a final ethical
test of conduct that it shall not violate
the law; few of us exact of ourselves
or of others the un flinching obedience
of a Socrates. There being no lawful
means of accomplishing an end,
which they believe to be righteous in
itself, there have always been conscientious persons who feel no scruple

Mar.!April
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in acting in defiance of a law which is
repugnant to their personal convictions, and who even regard as martyrs
those who suffer by doing so. In our
own history it is only necessary to
recall the Abolitionists. Supra, at 464
n.15.

" ... conscientious persons who
feel no scruple in acting in
defiance of a law which is
repugnant to their personal
convictions . ... "

Today, these and related issues are
giving rise to a renewed upsurgence of
civil disobedience. The anti-apartheid
movement has been sustaining frequent
small civil disobedience actions since the
fall of 1984, involving arrests of
members of Congress and other prominent figures. The sanctuary movement is
also growing, presently including over
200 churches and synagogues nationwide, in spite of a recent wave of arrests
across the country, resulting in 16 indictments of sanctuary workers. Every person who assists in giving sanctuary to EI
Salvadorean and Guatemalan refugees is
risking arrest.
Nationwide civil disobedience is being
planned as a response to a United States
invasion of Nicaragua or El Salvador. If
the invasion takes place, the Emergency
Response Network will be activated to
stop that military action. In the event of
an invasion, all who have signed a pledge
will be contacted and invited to join a
"vigil encampment" at pre-designated
federal or military facilities. Some people
will engage in legal protest; others will go
in waves into the offices and begin a
non-violent appeal, refusing to leave until the invasion has stopped. There are
now 20 pledge campaigns in northern
California and over 7,000 pledge signers.
Nationally, over 50,000 people have
already signed the pledge, even though
many local campaigns have existed for
only a couple of months.
Those of us who choose to make a
statement by getting arrested at actions
like these add to the impact and strength

Such work is public interest law
in the real sense of the word.

of the movement. Those of liS who
choose to offer our legal skills to protect
and assist tho e who get arrested are
making a critical contribution as well.
la" in the
Such work is public ｩｮｴ･ｲ｣ｾ＠
real sense 0 f the \\ ord . L
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Retrospective: 1963
September 13, 1963: the Hastmgs
school paper was in its third year. On a
$200 budget, the Voir Dire, as (t was
then known, welcomed the 86th
Hastings class with these and other
stories and ads:

Hastings Wives Club
Th... I fasUngs \\ ives Club was orIn 1954 to prov,de a bettl'r understanding of til<' l.,w s"hool and th,'
part a law sttllknt\ w,fp pl,,}'s In th"ir
ｧ｡ｮｩｾ･､＠

joint enc1(·avnr.

At pn''''nt' on" of tlH' pmn.1r} fllnd,n11s
of till' organizatioll is to raisl' motlcy for

tl... II .\\' C. LO"" FlIl1d "' or<ier to pro\'l(l p it ml'an ... by whith married s('cond
anll third year ,t1l1k11h may obt,.i11 1111 .. r,
l·,t-fn·" lo.lI1S 111 amounts "1' to ｾ＠ 100,00,
Thi s 10a11 fU11d is mai11t.111 ... d by ｾｯｬﾭ
fet' ilnd cal,· ,.th", an ilTl1l11.d (1."IICt' • •1
hll<1 ;\ f find a harill'C.'II{'. Tht'\t'
Opt'n to I [.". tin).!, . . tuclt-Ilh

('vt'lih ;\1(.'

A11otlw, ph,,,,' of th .. ('Ill!> is th .. '0 .... .1
ll1t'dlll g progr,lln

wlllch prr)Vld.·\

First Year Mortality Rate
The flunk out rate for first year students
at Hastings is traditionally very high bemUSe of thc broad admission poliCies ,
the difficulty of the subject matter and
the academic: excellence demanded . The
) 962-63 first year class was about average, losing 30 ,6 percent of its members
who failed to maintain the required 'C'
｡ｶ･ｲｾ＠

In September, 1962, 460 first year
students registered . ｔｨｲｯｵｾｴ＠
the year,
for various reasons. 74 withdrew from
school, and 386 took the final examinaｴｩｯｮｾＬ＠
Of this number 268 or 69.4 percent
attained a weighted average of 70 ('C')
wh,ch is necessary to remain in school.
One hundred eigbteen or 30,6 percent
failed,
James Smith attained the highest average for the first year class, while Al Contarino moved from second to first place
in the second year, R,chard Bryant was
number one man for the graduating third
year class.
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MOOT COURT
RECEPTION
All Moot Court participant:-. art: invited to the :-'loot Court Reception,
Thursday, April 18,5:30 to 8:30 p.m., In
the Alumni Reception Center. Al\ards
will be presented for for ｂ･ｾｴ＠
Oral
Arguments and Briefs. A buffet reception and live music will follo\\ the
awards ceremony. Participants interesled
in attending fIIust R.S.Y.P_ by Wednesday, April 10. Leave R.S.V.P_ in box on
Jan Bunting's desk in the :-'loot Court
office.

THE WORKSHOP
Typing
ｓ･ｮＧｩ｣ｾ＠

1255 Post Street, Suite 503

SlIIdefll DiscoufII
673-4957

.1 'CHII {T

NEW GROUP: ACSEL
ACSEL (Association of Commumcations, Sports and Entertainment La\\) is
a ne\\ ｉｾ＠ -formed student organization
focu ing on all1cgal issue im olved \\ ith
communicatlOlb, 'porh and entertamel eryone to attend
ment. \\'e ｷ･ｬｯｭｾ＠
the" CSEL Lecture erie,," which will
pre,ent speakers promment in Iklds
relating to our organization. On \lard1
27, Jod Sehin, music crilic for lhe 'lan
Francisco Chronic/I', _poke on "The
Press and the La\\," including his invohement in the current Fantasy
Records 1'. John Fogarty litigation.
Future ACSEL lecture, will e'\plore ,uch
current legal topics as \'ideOlape piracy,
contract arbilration, copyright infringement, libel and defamalion, and others.
We plan to introduce ACSEL to the '
legal community as an active student
organization in lhis area of lal\. Anyone
Wishing to become a member, or wbmit
Ideas, please call Eric Baum al 845-9877
or Rich Frank al 552-5794.

of comp'1I1ioJl'o,llIp a, Wt.,11 iI' cultllral (111pOIhltlltl( ''1
DUrllI\.! till' ("our"
of tlw
)I ';ll I Ll , till g'" proft"..,OI', Iloli'd aItCIII1I'}"S,
alld Im ..,irH'..,s nWII ,nlll wOOH'n ",pl'4lk .It
the month! ) IlltTtllll.!'"
A ))('\\, ... Idlt-t I,
spnt to a H WI\C' [01 whom all addn· ... s h

,1\'.111.,1>1,·
'1'1,, · \\'iv,·,· Clull .'\U11I1<11 F.lil T.a is
Iwld at Ihl' IlI'gl1l1l1l1g 01 Ihl' fall 'l'lll,·Skr

to

\\l'i<:orn('

IH'W

shHlt'nh' ｷｩｶＨＧｾ＠

and

llilrodll«' t",'m to thl' faulitl' and lhl'ir
W'Vl'S, ml·mlwrs of till' dllil. ;,nd ,Iud"nt
I,·.lll .. ".
Il is lIop",1 Ih .• t all wiv,', of l!ast111gs
,tud"nl, \\'.11 att.'ud Ih,' 1, .. 11 T .. a . 10111
th .. ,,\\'e .• nd p.lIll11p.lt .. ,n II,,· 1ll.ln)'
itt tlVltll'S
pLIlIlH'<I lor til{' ｦｮｲｴｨｬＧｭｩｾ＠
YI'ar.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
ALTA PROPERTIES
No Fee
Children Welcome

"EARLY BIRD" PROGRAM

2 & 3 ROOM APARTMENTS
$75 to $100
Others from $100 to $200
Join your fellow students In your
home away from home

Dates:

Saturday, April 13
Sunday, April 14
Saturday, April 20

Times:

9 a.m. -

MA 1-1012

STUDENT l.o UNCI; - In IIII' 1I0wl'ls
of the hlllhiing ('an h,· fOllnd tIl<' Stud"nt
Loun gl'. "'c!II\1Vl'lr for tl",
of th,·
ＱｉＮＢｴｾＧ＠
,tudl'nts Th,' pl",h appointml'nls 01 thIS are,l arc pwl".bly only ,.\(,,·lkd b y tho,,' of tilt' Paufil' Union Cillb
of Nob H,II PI·,ft·lIly attuned tn th,·
latt>st dl'vdopm('nt' ,n IlllS worhl of alltom,.lIon , we have l·hmUl.,t,·,1 the colorf,,!
n'd-vested gentlemen who u".·d to cater
to our ewry whim and haw replaced
tllt'm ｉｾＬｴｨ＠
,,1l'nt rohots who now dispense
our favont l' lw""rag .. s (hmikd now to
thosl' potion ... rich in l"lffl'in. lakium, or
c,,,bon .• tion) w, t h flawless acclIracy,
mt':t "ill n:rnl' 11 t ancl 'l)(,l'd ｩ｜ｯｮｾｬＧｧ｡＠
re.Hlｩｮｾ＠
m •• ten .• l is Ul ablll1ltlnl'l·. although
mnst H ,lSting, stlldl'nts prckr to ､ｩｾ･Ｇｴ＠
tht:' ｬｾｲｵ､ｊｴＧ＠
('onh'nh of thl' Lltt· ... t ｉｓｕｴＧｾ＠
of the I r.»tUl '!S Law 101lrn.11 or 10 brint.!
tht'm ... dvt's liP to <l.tte hy ml'mori7ing: the
ｬ｡ｴｾｳ＠
Advancc Shed"

5 p.m., with 1-hour lunch break

II'"

FOR SALE
Brand-new ( till in \Happer) combina($5),
tion lock ($5.50) and/or ,Ieel ｣ｾＱ＠
or $11.50 worth of credil at Pacllic BIC)de at Van Ness and Turk. Call 346-1614
or leave a note in locker 270.

Location:

Ha tings College of the Law, Room A
Enroll now! Early bird participants can
review the workshop again in July
at no extra cost.

THE HBJ MULTISTATE WORKSHOP IS THE
NUMBER 1 MljLTISTATE COURSE - BECA SE
OUR STUDENTS PRACTICE A 10 PASS

- - - I HERBERT INTENSIVES)l--352 GOLDE.' GATE AVE _
A. ' FRA. 'CISCO, CA 94102
(415) 4-11-5600
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FAsmON AS INSTANT BIOGRAPHY
by Deanna Hodgin

Sherlock Holmes once said that a
stranger's shoe could be the best clue to
his character. Such an assessment would
be decried by most moderns as a bit onedimensional - that is, most moderns
who are neither lawyers nor traditional
clothiers.
While other professions require
scholarship, diligence and the ability to
apply knowledge, law firms look for
something more. Law firms look for a
certain corporate presence, says Bill, a
. senior associate at a large Montgomery
Street firm. "When you sell your lawyering services, you're selling not just brains
and paper - you're selling a package.
Most clients are paying for that corporate image, and a large part of the image comes from dress."
Few professions are as obsessed with
outward appearance as is the legal profession. The wardrobe of today's attorney is dictated by such characteristics
as age, gender, size of firm, area of
specialization and national/regional
location. Betsy, a legal assistant at a
large law firm in San Francisco, claims,
"There are nuances in dress that suggest
what an attorney's concentration is you know, tax attorneys wear the same
suit for decades, litigation is more Flamboyant, corporate is big on white shirts
and blue suits."
Traditionally, lawyers dressed no differently from normal people. "In
Rome,"
says Professor Stefan
Riesenfeld, "the praetors, who were the
judges, wore the same togas as the common people. The difference was that a
praetor travelled with a procession - in
front they carried fasces, a symbol of
rank." In the United States, where processions and fasces are harder to come by
(but by no means extinct) the clothing
worn by a professional has become the
material embodiment of social status.
"One can exercise imagination within
the limits of conservative dress," says
Robert, of Brooks Brothers' San Francisco store. "You want to dress quietly
and conservatively to give the impression
that you have both feet on the ground."
Brooks salesman Davis notes that if
you're an attorney "your appearance
represents not only your own taste, but
also that of your client."
Wilkes Bashford, a shop known for
serving the most style-afflicted and extravagant of professionals, also places

importance on looking distinctive within
the bounds of conservative dress.
Wilkes' salesmen Galan-and Bruce encourage young male lawyers to wear
power colors (navy and medium grey),
single breasted, soft-shouldered suits,
white shirts, rep ties, and black lace-up
shoes. Both stores strongly recommended that men not wear sportcoats.
For women, Brooks' salesman Mike
suggests a blue or grey wool suit and
pastel blouse, to be worn with a bow tie,
understated accessories and low heeled
pumps. At Wilkes, John says, "The
man-tailored look is all wrong on women
- and I don't like to see slitted skirts or
frilliness either. I hate a man's tie on a
woman; to me it says she feels intimidated. I prefer a feminine cut suit."
Jo Rahn, across the street at Wilkes'

women's shop, says the most popular
item for women attorneys is "a blazer in
the blue family, tailored and simple, of
peerless fabric - it gives a more serious
look." Women are encouraged to mix
blazer and shirt colors (You'd look terribly uptight in only matching solids,"
says Rahn.) Also, hosiery should always
match one's shoes.
Bob Winkler, a San Leandro attorney
in the law firm of his father, Bob Sr.
(Hastings '49) says, "Most of my clients
would wonder who 1 was billing to pay
for Flashy clothes. 1 wear a sweater, a
button-down shirt, and wool slacks to
the office usually, and a suit if I'm going
to court." Many local discount clothiers
provide business clothing for those of us
with less lavish tastes or less brimming
pockets. Another way of economizing is

to shop at reputable second-hand shops,
and have the garments dry cleaned and
tailored to fit.
Although our clothing makes a personal statement, Brooks' salesman Mike
reminds us that "a jerk, even one who
dresses well, is still a jerk." The bottom
line is that many clients pay for an impressive image or corporate presence as
well as intelligence and ability. There are
some areas of law that are less image- ,
conscious; public interest and smaller
law firms generally require a less strict
adherence to the law-clone look. Perhaps
in an ideal world we wouldn't have our
abilities guaged by the thread-count of
fabric or wideness of lapels, but one can
only guess at what would supplant
clothing as a symbol of power and
prestige then. 0

HOW SECURE WILLYOU FEEL
AT BUSINESS LUNCHES WITHOUT
THEAMEmCAN EXPRESS CARD?
The American Express· Card can be as important to your
new job as a pinstripe suit. After all, it won't be long
before you're out at a business lunch or off on a business
trip. And at times like these, the Card is a must.
Besides, it's a terrific way to start establishing
your credit history. And it comes in handy for all
sorts of personal expenses. Best of all, it's easier to
get right now. All you need is to have accepted the
offer of a $lO,OOO career-oriented job. So before you
pick up your pinstripe suit, pick up an application
on campus. Or call 1-800-528-4800 and ask for a
__
Special Student Application. Then, _
chances are, you won't get caught
ｾ＠
ｾ＠
with your pants down.
;- .
.
The American Express Card.
3112 ＳｲｬＬｾＸ＠
%OOb
Don't leave school without ｩｴｾＢ＠
｟ ｾＧＡＢﾣｬＮＬｰ＠
I
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March 26, 1985
Orpnization

Allocation

Disbursals

Balance

2S0.00
82S.00
200.00
82S.00
200.00
27S.00
2S.00
IS0.00
IS0.00
400.00
8S.00
22S.00
2S0.00
100.00
100.00
7S.00
82S.00
17S0.00
700.00
2S.00
IS.OO
IS0.00
22S.00
600.00
400.00
SSO.OO
200.00
200.00
80.00
400.00
400.00
300.00
300.00
1000.00
920.00
700.00

2S0.00
82S.00
200.00
782.34
32.23
27S.00
.00
ISO.OO
61.13
400.00
84.00
.00
2S0.00
SO.OO
100.00
7S.00
400.00
1491.00
.00
.00
14.70
148.03
49.S9
100.00
300.00
218.33
.00
200.00
.00
0.00
100.00
300.00
300.00
969.66
1019.98
700.00

.00
.00
.00
42.66
167.87
.00
2S .00
.00
88.87
.00
1.00
22S.00
.00
SO.OO
.00
.00
42S.00
2S9.00
700.00
2S.00
.30
1.97
17S.41
SOO.OO
100.00
331.67
200.00
.00
80.00
400.00
300.00
.00
.00
30.34
- 99.98
00

ijtemative L.J .
｣＠ Is. S. Assn
Say Area SxI Hrsmt CI
ｾＯｐ｡｣ｩｦ

ｾｌｓａ＠
ｾｔｃｈ＠

::lara Foltz W U
:Ubs Fans
Jickinson Society
3ast Asian L. Society (PILS)
:nv L Society
71J'St Year Council
Jay L S Assn

-lAND
ｾ＠

Christian Flwsp
Comm & Ent Soc
f Golf Assn
f La Raza S Assn
f Law News
f Players Society
f S Pursuit Trivia
f Tennis Club
fawaii Law Caucus
JL
ILG
IALSA
)DSLA
ｾ＠

'AD
'DP
letng S Ad v Council
lugby Team
"hrd Yr Class
lnemplmt P rjt
Vkr Rights CI
ISH Operations
ISH Arts & Rec
ISH Special Events Fd
'otal

1387S.00

984S.89

4029.11

leconciliation

1387S.00

984S.89

4029.11

ulocated to Orgs
lisbursed to Orgs
'0 be disbursed

112SS.00
71S6.2S
4098.7S

The following is a breakdown of how the ASH Council allocated funds during the current .school year (84.8S) and the prior year (83:84). Seventy-one percent (71070) of the
prevIOusly funded organizations faced funding cuts so that a wider range of interests
could be represented. During the current school year, there was about a ten percent
(10070) increase in the dollar amount that went directly to student groups. Additionally,
33 ｳｾｵ､･ｮｴ＠
groups were funded this year, while only 26 were funded during the
prevIOus year.
Organization
Al location
Al location
Difference
Alternative L.J.
Asian/Pacific Is. S. Assn
Bay Area SxI Hrsmt CI
BLSA
BATCH
Clara Foltz W U
Cubs Fans
Dickinson Society
East Asian L. Society (PILS)
Env L Society
First Year Council
Gay L S Assn
HAND
H Christian Flwsp
H Comm & Ent Soc
H Golf Assn
H La Raza S Assn
H Law News
H Players Society
H S Pursuit Trivia
H Tennis Club
Hawaii Law Caucus
LlL
NLG
NALSA
ODSLA
PAD
PDP
Retng S Adv Council
Rugby Team
Thrd Yr Class
Vncmplmt PrJt
Wkr Righb CI
Total to "tudent groups

York

Candidate for ASH P resident
continued from page I

Candidate for ASH <,ecreuC)
continued from page 1
slo\\ in getting these people into place.
As President, I will have all these indl\lduals in place by the end of
eptember. Additionally, the student
committee member. \\ill be required to
keep the ASH Council informed 0 that
the student bod\ 1. informed. C.ommuni.:ation and ,iudent input \I ill be expanded.
A1onl! with the Director of Art, and
Rec, \I; will de\elop a full agenda. \\'e
\\ ill pro\ ide student \I ith 10\1 -in.:ome
alternative entertainment. \\"e \\111 al 0
greatly expand our recreational programs; co-ed acti\ille. \lill be planned.
Along \\ith the Treasurer. \Ie \I ill continue our fi.cal accountabilit\· and acth eI) encourage the creation and funding of
moretudent group ..
In conclu.ion, I ask for your . upport.
1y qualifications, track record, and
plans demon trate m) commitment to
making student government work for us
all. :::

83/84

2S0.00
82S.00
200.00
82S.00
200.00
27S.00
2S.00
ISO.OO
ISO.OO
400.00
8S.00
22S .00
2S0.00
100.00
100.00
7S.00
82S.00
17S0.00
700.00
2S.00
IS.00
IS0.00
22S.00
600.00
400.00
SSO.OO
200.00
200.00
80.00
400.00
400.00
300.00
300.00

200.00
1000.00
.00
1000.00
.00
400.00
.00
.00
.00
4S0.00
.00
400.00
ISO.OO
7S.00
.00
.00
1000.00
ISOO.OO
.00
.00
.00
200.00
400.00
800.00
SOO.OO
300.00
.00
.00
.00
48S.00
.00
.00
SOO.OO

112SS.00

9360.00'

+ SO.OO
-17S.00
+200.00
. 17S.00
+200.00
-12S.00
+2S.00
+ IS0.00
-t IS0.00
-SO.OO
+85.00
- 17S.00
+ 100.00
+2S.00
+ 100.00
+7S.00
-17S.00
+ 250.00
+ 700.00
+2S.00
+ IS.00
- SO.OO
- 17S.00
- 200.00
- 100.00
+ 2S0.00
+200.00
200.00
+80.00
-8S 00
+400.00
;- 300.00
- 200.00

• An additional $1000.00 \\as allocated to other organil-<llion that did not appl} for
funding this year. [

Chinchilla
dent body. I am committed to making
super\i\e the
the Council effective. 1 ｜ｾｩｬ＠
Council members to assure that the}
carry their fair share of the load. I \lill
not hesitate in vacating non-productive
positions.
I don't know if you'\e noticcd, but the
Admi nistration ha, a paternalistic attitude to\\ard students. As a student advocate, I intend to gct re.ults. I do not
fa vor confrontallon for confrontallon's
sake, I am by nature a mediator. Where
oppo ite interests do not m.:et, I \\ork
towards getting partie onto some middle
ground . Howe\ er, if push comes to
shove, I do not back off. J\foroo\er, I
wiU establish a M)lid \\orking relauonship with the ne\\ Director of Student
Services.
Most of the proposals that affect our
academic career a re made by the
Student / Faculty C o m mi tt ees . T he
students have twO representative on
these committees. This year ASH was

84/85

fered our ef\ icc 10 the Library and the
Hasllngs Admml tration and hope to
parti.:il1'lte in the up<-'Omtng negotiation
on a ne\l contract \\lIh a copier company.
I'\e been actne becau e I WJnt ASH
to be a legilimate force tn the ded lonmaking proces at Hastmgs. Vnror
tunatel)", \Ie ufferl-d from poor attendane at meeung tlu )car, lacked order
dunng too man} di CUSSIOns and failed
for the mo, t part to keep I udent tnformed on \\hal their gmernment Wll'
domg I ha\e three slX'CIfic goal a ASH
Se.:retary to cure all these ills
Fir t, a . ecretary' mo t \1 ible job i
taking minutes and keeping attendance.
The ASH Con titution provides for the
remo\ aI of an officer \\ ho has missed
three consecuti\e meetings. I promise to
hold your representath es accountable 10

their elec:led duty of attending meetings.
The tudent body demands no I s.
econdl), the Constlluuon prm Ides
that ASH ｾｲ･ｴ｡ｹ＠
'>Cf\C as Parliamentan n. I promise to uphold this obligalion b) eemg that meetmgs conform to
the Rul of Order n}one unfortunate
enough 10 ha\e attended thc budget
meeung last I all hould under tand that
the tudent body demands no less.
Fmall} , I want to prOVide a medium
for tudent to find out 'What SH is domg. Besides po ting the mmutes from
ca h meetmg, I \\ould hke to publi h a
ne\\ lett r or utihz the La", 'eli's for
. uch purpose<. for 115 fullest, most effecme imolvcment, the tudent body
demand no less.
.
I \\ ant to make nexl year special.
Please vote for DA. YORK for ASH
SECRETARY [.
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David Vaughn
Candidate for ASH Director of Arts and
Recreation
Law school works the mind, but what
about the body? What about the cultural
events that make San Francisco a
cosmopolitan city? The Director of Arts
and Recreation should bring athletic activities and cultutal events to the attention of all Hastings students.
Basketball, football and softball intram ural leagues should be offered. This
year football took place, softball was
planned but fields not obtained, and
basketball was not offered at all. These
leagues offer students a common outside
interest and a way to meet new people.
Co-ed leagues should be considered if interest exists.
Other athletic activities should be offered. At present the only gym extending
discounts to Hastings students is at UC
Berkeley. While this is a fine facility, it is
too distant for most Hastings students.
The YMCA is much closer, but relatively
expensive. The Arts and Recreation
Director should negotiate a Hastings student discount.
Hastings students should be allowed
discount admission to Cal sporting
events. We are a UC school and Cal is

the closest UC campus. Many Hastings
students attended Pac-10 conference
schools and would like to see their alma
maters' athletic teams.
The San Francisco Bay Area is noted
for its cultural events. Unfortunately,
ｈ｡ｾｴｩｮｧｳ＠
students are seldom aware of
when and where events occur. The Arts
and Recreation Director should post a
weekly listing of cultural highlights, including whether student discounts are
available.
Student discounts exist for several
cultural events. However, students are
generally unaware of them. The Arts and
Recreation Director should publish a list
of those establishments which extend
student discounts and how they can be
obtained.
Implementing these ideas will not be
easy. It will take someone with strong
managerial skills who is familiar with
and cares about athletics and Bay Area
cultural activities. I was a letterman at
Berkeley High School, a Special Olympics coach, and played intramural sports
at UC Berkeley. I have been to the
opera, museums, art galleries, and
numerous plays. Presently, I am a season
ticket holder at American Conservatory
Theater.
I have extensive student government
experience. Prior to college, I had been a
student body president as well as a student senator. In college, I directed a
regional student lobby before becoming
a senator. As senator, I was Chairman of
the University and Academic Affairs
Committee and a member of. the finance
committee.
As a senior at Cal, I worked 36 hours
a week as an executive for a chain of
men's clothing stores. As such I completed an executive training course and
supervised a store.
I have the skills and interest to be an
effective Director of Arts and Recreation. I appreciate your consideration and
ask you for your vote. 0

Ellen Bell
Candidate for ASH Director of Arts and
Recreation
My name is Ellen Bell and I am running for the office of Director of Arts
and Recreation. I am centering my campaign on two major themes. First is my
commitment to ASH and second is my
stand against slate politics.
My commitment to ASH is reflected
in my record as a first year ASH
representative. As a first year representative chosen by my section, I have
faithfully attended every ASH meeting
and participated in all major ASH activities. I intitiated the Ethiopian Famine
Fund Drive and planned activities for my
section. This is evidence of the fact that
my past participation in ASH has been
an active one.
My second commitment to ASH, if
elected next year, is my commitment to
improving the quality of that organization. There are currently 35 people who
are allegedly elected members of ASH .
The majority of these people never attend meetings. Of those who do attend,
many do not actively participate in ASH
activities. I would like to see stronger
sanctions placed on those elected
members who do not fulfill their obligations. By not attending ASH meetings
and actively participating, a representative is placing a heavier burden on
fellow ASH members and is not adequately representing the constituency.

Mar.lApr. I
Law Society and the CSUF Govern!
Council, and served on several Co un
committees.
Subsequent to several years of pro
sional employment, I commenced stu
at Hastings in the fall of this year. As
First Year Representative, I was elec
to the ASH general body and h
served as such for my allotted term.
have participated in ASH meetings
voting member for the entirety of t
term, and feel that I possess the requi
knowledge to move on to the position
Director of Arts and Recreation.
My plans for the 1985-1986 ｡｣､･ｾ＠
year are many. First, I recognize a stror
need to expand existing athletic faciliti
and activities. The facilities current
available are at best arguably adequate.
do not feel that the needs of the studen'
are being met and would like to develo
a program that was suggested this y .
into reality next year - the constructi
of full work-out facilities for use ｾ＠
Hastings students. While funding of thi
endeavor will pose a formidable barrie!
it will not be insurmountable wit
sedulous effort. Also, I would like to e
pand the existing progams to include a
ditional co-educational sporting activiti\
and perhaps on-going team sports sue
as softball and basketball.
Furthermore, it is my hope to mali
students aware of the numerous cultur,
centers in our area and encourage ther
to take full advantage. Hastings h
many programs to offer, such as ushe;
ing, that offer the opportunity to atte
events at little or no cost. Low cost a,
tivities are of prime concern to all of l
and this area is one which I intend to eJ
tensively develop. The rigor of ou
schedules and the expense of our edu
tion places very real constraints upo
both our time and our pocketbooks.
will keep both in mind in scheduling a
tivities next year.
Finally, at the risk of appeariq ,
juvenile, I plan to organize several even!
and parties next year to offer studenl
basic, unadulterated diversions art
festivities. Already, our slate is schemi
such events as a Halloween party an.
several dances. We do not wish Ii
relegate Hastings students back to the!
high school days. We merely wish 1\
make sure that their law school caree1l
are balanced and enjoyable. La
students should work hard. They sho
play hard, too. Thank you for yoll,
perusal of this statement and please ｧｾ＠
out there and make your vote count! C

Hastings Law News

The second major theme of this campaign is an attempt to break away from
slate politics here at Hastings. This does
not mean that I am opposed to the interests and goals of any existing slate.
What I am opposed to is slate politics.
There are numerous disadvantages to
slate politics. Slates discourage people
from running independently. An otherwise extremely qualified candidate may
choose not to run because he/she does
not have a slate to run with. A slate can
pool its resources, thereby enabling it to
outcampaign and outspend an independent candidate. A slate can allow lesser
qualified candidates to be elected on the
coattails of more qualified candidates.
This statement is not a speci fic attack on
any slate that is currently running for office. It is an attack on the idea of slate
politics.
Politics aside, the Director of Arts and
Recreation is basically responsible for
planning recreational activities for the
student body. In the past, this has usually meant beer parties and intramural
sports. If elected, I would like to expand
on these activities. Some of my ideas include: exhibitions of student artwork
recitals by student musicians, ｳｨｯｷｩｮｾ＠
movies on a monthly basis and throwing
better quality dances. I would like to see
more student input into recreational ac-

Rebecca D. K1elonman
Candidate for ASH Director of Arts
and Recreation
I, Rebecca D. Kleinman, hereby
declare my candidacy for the position of
Director of Arts and Recreation on the
Associated Students of Hastings (ASH)
Executive Council.
I entered this election for a number of
reasons. First and foremost, I would like
to increase student involvement at
Hastings in non-academic activities.
While our primary goal is to pursue
academic excellence, many of us lose
perspective. We tend to isolate ourselves
from non-academic endeavors. Most of
our student body is unfamiliar with the
numerous diversions that Hastings and
the surrounding community have to offer. Also, student knowledge of and participation in ASH sponsored activities is
low. As Director of Arts and Recreation,
I would attempt to help bridge the gap
between our studies and our sanity.
Before delineating my specific plans
for the 1985-1986 academic year, I would
like to offer a brief summary of my
qualifications for the position. Prior to
my current position at Hastings as a First
Year Section Representative, I held
several positions in student government
at the undergraduate level. At California
State University, Fullerton, I served as
Vice President of Activities for the
CSUF Finance Association. My duties
included planning, organization, and execution of various recreational activities.
Essentially, I was responsible for nonacademic diversions such as banquets,
athletic programs, festivities, and other
such social activities. In addition, I coordinated inter-club activities with other
on-campus associations such as the Pretivities. There is more to a student's life
than studying law. I would like to hear
what the students want ASH to do for
them.
I have had plenty of experience planning recreational activities both in college
and at Hastings. I feel that both this experience and my ｣ｯｭｾｩｴ･ｮ＠
to ASH,
both in the past and in the future, make
me a qualified candidate for the position
of Director of Arts and Recreation. 0
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ELECTION
DATES
April 9- 10: Balloting for ASH Executi
Committee.
April 18-19: Balloting for Second a
Third Year Reps to the ASH Council.
Note: Candidates' statemell/S were option
Not all candidates chose to submit a sta
mell/.

SAN FRANCISCO. CA
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THANK YOU
John Effinger
Walter Bonin

Celia Lee
Erwin Gatchalian

